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Summary
An appreciation of the design studio of The World Record Club, 1958–1976
The independent record distribution company known as The World Record Club began
its direct-mail marketing operation in London in 1958. Two years later it opened in
Melbourne, soon attracting more than 50,000 members across Australia.
The club introduced budget priced recordings sourced from, then little known,
European artists and orchestras and sold to its members by catalogue selection. Among
these ‘new’ artists were Yehudi Menuhin, Daniel Barenboim and Herbert
Von Karajan, and the innovative and entrepeneureal approach to the marketing of often
unheard classical music into Australia encouraged many like-minded European recording companies to release their product into Australia exclusively through the Club.
The World Record Club can be credited with the introduction of the music of ‘the
baroque’ to an Australian audience and was in the vanguard for international and
Australian contemporary classical music.
Right from the start the Club took the decision to create conceptual packaging for
its album covers, not borrowing already existing designs from Europe but to create a
totally new and independent look for World Record product using the talents of some
of the most influential artists, illustrators, typographers and photographers who were
working in the Melbourne design and communication industry in the late 1950s and
1960s.
The studio saw this period as its heyday, producing thousands of innovative, creative
and artistic album cover artworks which set a benchmark for design and illustration in
Australia during this period.
Many prominent Australian designers describe the studio at World Record as the most
important independent studio in Australia of its time because of the creative licence its
founding art director Geoff Digby allowed the alumni of creatives who designed for the
company, and because it was possibly the first studio in Australia that had broken away
from the world of Advertising Agency control and was established to pursue one creative goal for a single genre.
Even after forty years many of the designs from the studio remain as icons of
Australian graphic design: with an alumni of designers, illustrators and photographers,
both staff artists and freelance, who number among them some of the leading names in
Australian graphic design today.
This thesis celebrates the ouevre that is the World Record Club: its influences, and the
influence it had on the burgeoning graphic design industry in Australia in the glory days
of the ‘swinging sixties’; and also celebrates the artists and designers who created for
the Club, and acknowledges the legacy of designs that remain.
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WORLD RECORD CLUB 1958—1976
Remembering a seminal studio in Australian graphic design & illustration

Introduction:
The World Record Club began in Britain in 1958.
The club established its Australian counterpart two years later with its
own cover art design studio, first at 330 Flinders Lane, and later, on
Burwood Road in suburban Hartwell, Melbourne.

Fig:1
Centre label from the British arm of the
World Record, established in 1958

The graphic design studio was to become one of the most influential,
and one of the first, of all independent graphic design studios in
Australia, producing in excess of 3000 new designs for the covers, of
mostly classical recordings, until it was taken over by EMI in 1976.

The club sold its records by direct mail, all releases were pre-ordered
from catalogues which were mailed out to members each year. Members
received monthly magazines filled with information about the forthcoming releases. The time that
had passed between the catalogue release and the monthly magazine allowed for some cover
designs to be finalised, but most customers saw the cover art for the first time when it was delivered
to their door in the post.
Right from the very start World Record Club decided to create a point of difference for their product in the marketplace by packaging their releases in creatively designed cardboard sleeves in a
style which was soon readily identified as World Record style. Most emerging designers in Australia,
in the late-fifties and through the sixties, eagerly sought a commission from World Record, prepared
to work for low fees, just to be able to work with a creative freedom not available to them in the
commercial worlds of advertising or corporate design.

With an alumni of designers, illustrators and photographers, both staff artists and freelance, that
number among them some of the leading names in Australian graphic design and illustration, the
studio at World Record stood like a beacon for creative, often esoteric, design in a market otherwise dominated by commercialism.
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This research explores the origins of the World Record Club, its business model, corporate structure and marketing techniques and examines the role that graphic design and the visual arts played
in its initial success as a direct-market retailer of primarily classical music into Australia and New
Zealand from 1958 to 1976.

A Reminiscence:
Former ABC Broadcaster Terry Lane remembers the

impact the introduction of the World Record Club had on
him when still a young lad in Adelaide:
‘1956 was a big year. I had left school and started work
at Philips Electrical Industries in Adelaide. I bought my
first radiogram from the factory, complete with Garrard
auto changer. Elvis had blitzed the Craven A Hit parade
and I knew that popular music was over for me.

Fig:2
Early album design for Beethoven: Symphony No.5.
Generic studio design

The South Australian Symphony Orchestra, driven by
the ebullient Henry Krips, had come to Gawler for a
school concert and they played Strauss’s Thunder and
Lightning Polka. I recognised it immediately – it was the
theme music for the ABC Sports Show. So that was classical music? I loved it! The nearest I had come to it before
was when Carmen Boogie was top of the Craven A chart.

So, after a few months work at Philips I had the reproduction apparatus. Now to buy the LPs. But
what? What did I know? Nothing! And then I read an advertisement for this thing called a World
Record Club. And they were inviting me to join. I filled out the form and posted it off immediately,
and that was one of the cleverest things I ever did.
Once a month a new record would arrive, like the proverbial pig in a poke. Most of the composers I had never heard of, and when I had I knew nothing of their compositions. At that stage I
didn’t know enough to be picky and choosy about orchestras, conductors and soloists. They were
all wonderful. Every record was an epiphany. The club rules allowed us to return any record we didn’t want to buy but I never met one I could bear to let go.
Beethoven I had heard of. How could you not? Even living in a tiny town where classical music
was only for the rich squattocracy who sent their kids to private boarding schools, you couldn’t get
through childhood and adolescence without hearing the name of the sublime Ludwig van B. But
what sort of music did he make?
One of the first LPs to come from the WRC was of the ‘Beethoven Fifth Symphony’ played by the
Florence May Festival Orchestra conducted by Vittorio Gui. Just thinking about it brings a tear to
these old eyes. The sweetest and bitterest things in life are those things that can only be done once
– the first kiss, the first glimpse of the Matterhorn, the first time you hear the knock of Fate at the
beginning of the Fifth.
I wonder, if there had been no World Record Club selling affordable and well chosen records, and
I had not joined up, would I have gone through life thinking that How much is that doggy in the
window? was as good as it gets in music?
I still have dozens of WRC LPs from before the time when they started reproducing facsimile of
the original HMV, Decca, DGG and Philips sleeves. They are best described as austere, with their
limited colour palette and absence of glossy lamination. But as I look at them again I am struck by
how the best of the cover artists accepted the reproduction limitations and worked within them to
produce striking designs. The covers say “value for money” but never “cheap”.
Just excuse me a moment as I sit here remembering the first time I heard Haydn, Schubert,
Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Wagner, Weber and, would you believe, Flanders and Swann and Under Milk
Wood. For me the cover designs which emanated from the World Record Club studio represent a
sublime example of technology and commerce in the service of art. For that gift, much thanks’.
[Lane, T. 2008]
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Beginnings. London, 1958
[From information supplied by John Day, Managing Director WRC. Edited, 2008]
The World Record Club was established in Britain in 1958 by four young entrepreneurs who despite
their widely disparate backgrounds were united by a common love of music.
While the idea for the club had first come from expatriate Australian advertising copywriter John
Day prominent British merchant banker Norman Lonsdale put up the starting capital; record-producer Fiona Bentley (later Fiona Lonsdale) supplied the creative drive and industry knowhow; and
a friend of Lonsdale’s, the young actor Richard Attenborough, having already established himself on
the silver screen in movie classics such as In Which We Serve and Brighton Rock provided a name
linked with the entertainment world. Apart from that connection Attenborough took no part in the
day-to-day operation of the Club.
John Day had been one of a team of Australians who had previously worked together in the
Colorgravure Publications division of the Herald and Weekly Times in Melbourne where they had
created advertising and sales promotion material for HWT Publications; produced books for Herald
Sun Readers Book Club and Herald Sun ‘Privilege Offer’ books. The publications division had been
under the direction of Terence Cresswell-George who had left for London in 1955 to set up a similar book publishing division with The National Magazine Company, publishers of Good
Housekeeping and Harpers Bazaar.
From London Cresswell-George had made offers ‘too good to refuse’ to some of his old staff from
the Herald, including John Day and commercial artist and designer Geoff Digby. Both packed up
and sailed away to put the essential part of the team back together at National Magazine. After two
years John Day left and began the British arm of the World Record Club.
From the beginning the Club flew against established practices: it operated largely in the classical music field; it offered, in its early years at least, product by relatively unknown soloists, conductors and orchestras.
World Record Club rejected the traditional ‘automatic shipment’ system, a marketing practice
common to other book and record clubs who sent their members a monthly despatch outlining that
month’s main selection along with one or more alternative choices, if the member did not specifically reject the main selection it was then dispatched automatically.
In contrast to this aggressive, and often unwelcome marketing technique, World Record Club sent
members a six-monthly program (later twelve-monthly) outlining all the choices to be released in
the coming period. Members were required to indicate those they wanted—and were only required
to take one a year just to keep their membership active. Apart from ethical considerations, this
method of pre-ordering by catalogue enabled almost precise numbers of records to be produced—
which was a clear economic advantage, both reducing oversupply and avoiding unsaleable stock.
Yet this method was condemned as suicidal by most mail-order experts at the time. However
British music-lovers found many reasons to order more than the single record required—both the
variety and selection of the recordings on offer and also the very low price, which was about half
that of most other recordings.

3

To some extent the Club created its own discrete market and was also able to offer other related
products to its members such as a small, but adequate, gramophone on which the still novel longplaying records could be played—and at a bargain price. Although long-playing vinyl recordings
had been available since the end of the second world war they did not enjoy widespread distribution until the mid-fifties when new playing equipment was finally available to consumers within an
affordable price range.

While the recording companies and equipment manufacturers were poised to enjoy a boom in
sales the biggest problem that both retailers and consumers faced was the lack of an industry standard for recording and playback speeds and disc sizes. This problem was solved in the mid-fifties
when all recording companies adopted a standard known as RIAA equalization*, however the
expected boom in sales of records and playback equipment was not really felt until the introduction of ‘Hi-Fi’ and ‘Stereo’ recordings towards the end of the decade.
Success might have been denied the Club entering into this market in both Britain and Australia
had it not been for two major factors: as an Australian John Day knew what a highly receptive mailorder market his home country was, and his backer Lonsdale was adventurous and courageous
enough to put up yet more money to send a team to start the Club in the antipodes.

Fig:3
Centre label from the British studio,
Decca, who introduced the budget
label ‘ace of clubs’ to compete
against World Record

In Britain the World Record Club had always laboured under the perception
that cheaper records automatically meant a poorer quality product. This was
far from the case. World Records were pressed using exactly the same techniques, raw materials and mechanical processes that were employed by the
larger companies, yet it seemed almost impossible to persuade the public of
this fact. When Ted Lewis, head of Britain’s powerful and highly respected
record company Decca entered the same market announcing the launch of
Ace of Clubs, the first-ever budget retail label in the UK, he played a hand that
was intended to trump the record clubs at the budget game, but his ‘show-ofcards’ produced an unwelcome result for Decca—in an unsuccessful attempt
to stave off the subversive grab for market advantage by the direct-marketing
‘discount’ clubs such as World Record Decca simply legitimised their claims
to the comparable quality of their product instead.
A surge in Club member enrolment and increased record sales followed
almost immediately.

Cresswell-George, who by this time was something of a legend in ‘mail-order’, and fellowAustralian Cyril Fisher had returned to establish the Club in Australia and Cresswell-George did so
with his usual flair and flourish. The Club started off with a bang. Cresswell-George had an eye for
talent and having employed graphic artist Geoff Digby at both Colorgravure in Melbourne and at
National Magazine in London, he invited Digby to once again work with him back in Melbourne
in the new venture as its first art director.
Three years after the successful launch of the Club in Australia John Day returned to become its
managing director, a position he held for many years. The team that had worked so successfully at
Colorgravure, then in London, was together again, and at the beginning of writing a new story in
the field of both the design and marketing of what would become a unique cultural icon. However,
despite the immediate acceptance of the Club, there now existed in Australia the same old uneasy
perception that its record releases must in some way be inferior to the much more expensive product of the major companies. To counter this the Club signed a pressing contract with the prestigious
Electronic Music Industries (EMI) and also employed a quality control officer whose task it was to
double-check EMI product, ensuring the quality of recordings, and maintainence of price advantage, which became a problem when manufacturing shifted from the traditional shellac base to
vinyl. Although LPs contained more than five times the content of shellac discs, a rise in production
costs due to the superior quality of the material was unavoidable right across the industry.
When World Record Club first came into the market it was imperative to both differentiate their
product from outdated 78rpm discs, and position themselves competitively alongside the major
recording companies. The way World Record Club operated did give it a competitive advantage. Its
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Fig:4
Generic brown-paper packaging from Coronet c.1958. Although some companies had already begun to package records in card sleeves the practice of selling
in paper bags continued into the mid-sixties. Single-track 45rpm records were
still sold in generic packaging until they were replaced by generic plastic bags
towards the end of decade

Fig:5
Sleeve design by the American artist Alex Steinweiss.
Steinweiss is credited with the original design of the
12-inch, side opening, glue flapped cardboard
sleeve, which he developed in 1938.
As art director for Columbia he introduced the art of
individually designed ‘concept’ graphics for record
packaging, setting the benchmark for others whom
followed. However, few companies adopted the
practice until Microgroove Hi-Fi records became
readily available after the end of the second war

direct-mail method of pre-selling enabled it to control production, establish firm orders and slash
margins to almost half that of other publishers—and provided the opportunity to invest in, and create a positive point-of-difference, by design.
Prior to the development of the LP, recordings on 78rpm shellac discs were packaged in brown
paper sleeves [fig: 4]. Although American graphic artist Alex Steinweiss [fig: 5] had created the modern concept of the record sleeve when he designed a flat-fronted, side-opening package for
Columbia Records in 1938—including ‘modern’ graphics printed on the outer cover—few companies embraced the form until after the war. Columbia had introduced Microgroove recordings as
early as 1948, and when equipment capable of playing the new 33 1/3rpm records were made
available for the first time the industry was finally set for rapid uptake by the consumer.
In order to create their point-of-difference in what was becoming an increasingly competitive
direct-mail market, and to appeal to customers who also had ready access to a growing retail sector World Record Club decided to adopt the ‘Columbia/Steinweiss’ approach and package its
records in attractive cardboard covers that could compete directly with full-price ‘retail’ product. In
ordinary circumstances, this would not be have been necessary: as the product was pre-sold by
mail-order it was not a marketing imperative for the packaging to compete commercially for retail
sales. However, because of the price-point established by the club, it still felt the need to counter
any lingering perception that the basic quality of their recorded product was inferior to that of the
established music publishers—and it did so with creative and well-designed packaging.
It is in this aspect of the club’s success that art director Geoff Digby’s great contribution is manifest. The studio established by Digby, and the galaxy of freelance artists he engaged, was responsible for an astonishing range of Club product and promotional material, from the essential nowmonthly magazines, brochures, leaflets, advertisements and other printed items that mail-order
demands—and the huge number of original designs for the record covers themselves.
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Fig:6
Typical sleeve design from Decca, c. 1958

Fig:7
Concept design from World Record Club of
exactly the same recording, with illustration
by Alex Stitt, c.1964

Fig:8
Typical sleeve design from the German
recording company Deutsche Grammophon.
DG were the only company who insisted
that WRC use their original sleeves designs
featuring their iconic yellow masthead

In what would be today an unheard of act of faith the managers Cresswell-George, and later John
Day, allowed Digby absolute freedom in the studio. The studio did however have some budgetary
considerations—only a limited number of full-colour covers were allowed each month, the rest
were two-colour jackets, often with large trim-to-trim-edge solid background colours. Metal setting
was used on both front and back sleeves, logos were standard blocks, some plates used over and
over again to help keep production costs low.
John Day’s return to Australia coincided with a significant expansion of the Club’s repertoire. It
was now in such a dominant position in the market that many record companies specialising in
classical music sought the opportunity to release their repertoire through the Club—either after an
initial retail exposure, or, as in many cases, exclusively through World Record Club.
In time the Club released repertoire not only from the two British majors EMI and Decca, but from
smaller companies such as Lyrita and French Harmonia-Mundi, Unicorn, L'Oiseau-Lyre, PatheMarconi, Westminster and Vanguard amongst others, from the giant Erato of Paris, the Russian
Melodiya, Everest of New York, Philips, RCA, and finally from Deutsche-Grammophon.
For the designer the range of creative possibilities was limitless. It is no small wonder that to
design a Club cover was the immediate aim of many an artist starting out—or that to design such
a cover became an assignment in many graphic design courses.
Over the period that the Club flourished in Australia more than 3000 covers were produced—
and such was the purity of Digby’s vision that a very high proportion of them, no matter how diverse
the designs or the subjects displayed, are immediately recognisable, even today, as World Record
Club covers.
This body of work, produced in just two decades, remains a snapshot of the Australian independent studio design industry at its genesis—and in the post-vinyl era of digital on-line marketing
absolutely unrepeatable in style, quality and originality.
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Fig:9
A comparison of designs from various companies: [upper left] shows the styling by Tony Ward for World Record’s ‘Living Shakespeare’
series which used traditional engravings licensed from London’s Shakespeare Gallery, [lower left] generic packaging from His Master’s
Voice, c.1953, a standard design with overprinted labelling
[Upper right] Standard format packaging from Philips, c. 1946, for a recording of ‘Debussy: La Mer’, heavily branded cardboard sleeve
with overprinted labelling, [lower right] photographic sleeve from World Record for the same piece of music, c. 1965

Marketing a point of difference — by design.
In the mid-fifties when the World Record Club first began to advertise its program seeking memberships for its direct-mail method of record sales and distribution, discerning music lovers living in
Great Britain, and towards the end of the decade, in both Australia and New Zealand, were for the
first time able to purchase quality long-playing classical recordings, usually unavailable elsewhere,
and have them delivered to their front door.
For both manufacturers and retailers at that time the issue of album cover design as a significant
factor in successful marketing was hardly considered. ‘Long-Playing High-Fidelity’ vinyl records,
which had only just been introduced to the market, were packaged in much the same manner as
the rapidly disappearing 78rpm shellac discs: in paper sleeves with a central hole die-cut to reveal
the label on which all recording details were displayed. These ‘generic’ sleeves usually featured only
the manufacturer’s logo or an illustration showing the range of studio repertoire.
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At the time World Record established in Australia the direct-mail method of selling all kinds of
consumer products was gaining a foothold in the country. In the record-selling market the Sydneybased Australian Record Club, which had modelled itself on the American Columbia Record Club,
became the main competitor to the World Record Club.
The Australian Record Club sold largely CBS product by the monthly delivery of a lead title,
which, unless returned within seven days of delivery, a purchase was assumed and payment
demanded. Most Australian Record Club titles were also readily available in stores; the benefit to
the customer was through the accruing of bonus points entitling the member to one free album for
every four purchased.
World Record Club did not follow this approach. World Record releases were pre-sold by catalogue; the member paid upon receipt. There was the minimum purchase of one album per year but
no bonus, no free record, just high-quality, often unusual and rare product—with unusual and interesting sleeve designs.
As World Record Club releases were pre-sold there was no imperative for cover designs to be
overtly commercial, although the Club had taken the decision to package competitively in ‘graphic’ light-cardboard sleeves. As there was also no need for the cover designs to be aggressively eyecatching in what was becoming an increasingly competitive market place; designs could be
absolutely esoteric, creatively graphic, abstract, often illustrative, typographically minimal, and,
sometimes, hardly noticeable at all.
With no need to list lead tracks, titles, artists in hierarchical order or to boldly promote as if the
recordings were consumer goods on a supermarket shelf the studio-style of World Record Club
covers were quite unlike any other sleeve designs of their period.
After its beginnings in Flinders Lane, Melbourne World Record’s innovative design studio re-established alongside the head office when it moved to Burwood Road, Hartwell, in the heart of
Melbourne’s eastern, leafy suburbia—a dormitory suburb for a middle-class, demographic. In many
ways Hartwell represented the philosophical agenda of World Record: well-educated, cultured,
aspirational, sophisticated and stylish. In their monthly magazines World Record spoke directly to
its customers about those things their members aspired to embrace, and brought a European-style
sense of high-culture to both suburbia and the large body of culture-starved Australians who lived
in ‘the bush’ far from the record shops of the metropolis.
More than twenty years of trend-setting design issued from the studio at Hartwell. The small but
productive studio had a core of staff artists headed by the long-serving art director Geoff Digby, and
employed a wide range of freelance designers and illustrators, among them some of the biggest
names in Australian advertising and design of their day.
Geoffrey Caban, Professor of Design Studies at the University of Technology, Sydney, wrote in his
book A Fine Line. A History of Australian Commercial Art [1983] that a new breed of ‘commercial
artists’ had emerged in the early sixties. Rebranding themselves as graphic designers, they stepped
away from the constraints of client-driven advertising design and virtually created the studio system
that underpins the design industry that exists in Australia today.
The studio at the World Record Club was in the vanguard of this movement. It was one of the few
that existed at that time which was devoted solely to the creation of art in design for its own sake.
It was connected to neither publishing nor advertising and eschewed the commercial demands of
both. The World Record Club sought designers, artists and illustrators with originality, personality
and flair. Art director Geoff Digby, who had been with the company from the beginning, whose
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Fig:10
Malcolm Binding’s illustration and design
for ‘Balalaika: Maid of the Mountains’, artwork influenced by Alice and Martin
Provensen’s 1956 book, Paul Hamlyn’s ‘The
Iliad and The Odysey’

Fig:11
David Leonard’s sleeve design and illustration for ‘The Desert Song’, shows the same
influence

Fig:12
Cover illustration from’The Iliad’

early years had been spent in magazine and book design, was led to that discipline in design that
was dedicated to education, enjoyment and entertainment rather than marketing, promotion and
selling. As a result his studio became a mecca for creative artists, who, while working in the commercial world, sought artistic expression in the esoteric.
Geoffrey Caban, writing in 1983, offered this opinion:
Most of our [Australian] freelance designers were very English in their approach and style. Some
of them like Max Robinson and David Leonard were doing some good work with a lot of flair.
Max Robinson did some interesting things for the Department of Trade and for The World Record
Club. He also did some nice woodcuts. The World Record Club was commissioning some very
fine illustration from David Leonard and the South Australian John Copeland as well. Most of the
Melbourne designers worked with a very English approach until Les Mason arrived and changed
the whole scene.1
Max Robinson, who many years later enjoyed nationwide recognition with his 1993 design for
the Australian $10 note featuring Andrew ‘Banjo’ Paterson and Dame Mary Gilmore, created powerful designs using a strongly-graphic lino-cutting technique which enjoyed a wave of popularity
among artists at that time, including the social-realist Noel Counihan who had at least one graphic
reproduced by the World Record Club.
Malcolm Binding’s illustration for the cover of Balalaika. Maid of the Mountains [fig:10] and Dave
Leonard’s The Desert Song [fig:11] appear to have been styled after a modern illustrated book published by Hamlyn in 1956 that had a profound influence on graphic artists, designers and illustrators across the globe—Alice and Martin Provensen’s illustrations for Jane Watson’s The Iliad and The
Odyssey [fig:12].
The highly-decorated graphic-style of Provensen’s textured illustrations, which reference the
graphic-patterned, intaglio decorations on Hellenic pottery of the pre-Christian era, broke away
from any formal tradition of book illustration, and turned its back on the Little Golden Book style,
and the mawkish California cartoon ‘Disney’ style, and set a new benchmark for contemporary
graphic illustration.
Illustrators David Leonard and Malcolm Binding, and later on Alex Stitt, with their brightlycoloured and richly-decorated illustrations for World Record, set benchmarks themselves for
illustration in Australian design. Their body of work could be considered as ‘art in the service of
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Fig: 23

Fig:13
John Copeland’s award-winning design for ‘Brahms:
Symphony No. 3’

Fig:14
John Copeland’s design for ‘Music of Spain’ was reproduced
in R. Haughton James book ‘Commercial Art’ and again in the
Australian Commercial Artists and Illustrators Association
Annual for 1962

marketing’ yet their work for World Record was not commercial in any accepted sense of marketdriven consumer design—it was art created for pleasure. The fact that it aided commercial success
was not just incidental, it was however a by-product of the basic credo of the studio, to make art,
to apply art, and in the end market the entire package as one artistic statement.
Studio designer Brian Sadgrove, talking with illustrator Alex Stitt and Geoff Digby about World
Record Club and the beginnings of the studio system, said:
An important thing is that this [the WRC archive] is the most representative collection of
Australian designers’ work in one field, over one decade, that has ever been established. It highlights the years of transition from ‘commercial art’ to ‘graphic design’. Prior to this development
the creative and design content came from layout artists, or typographers in printing companies and
newspapers, or commercial artists in advertising agencies.
Advertising industry guru, R. Haughton (Jimmy) James, in a small booklet titled Commercial Art,
published by Longmans in 1963, in which two spreads featured World Record Designs, commenting in particular about design in advertising, wrote:
In Australia there was a surge of interest in design during the fifties and sixties. The big companies spent a lot of money on glossy, well-designed annual reports and elegant mailing pieces.
Publications such as Graphis and Art Directors Annual became mandatory reading for art students
and advertising agencies.
Is commercial art simply a lower form of fine art? The answer is a firm No. Advertising art can
never be judged on purely aesthetic grounds.
Its very reason for existence is to carry out a specific selling task. Its basis is economic. Its first
duty may be to inform, to describe, to praise or to create an aura of glamour around a product.
Its duty will never be to exist solely as a means of the artist’s personal expression.
It has then a second duty to perform—to do its job with grace. And this duty is real and pressing, since aesthetically pleasing art has intrinsic and added power to interest and move the
beholder.2
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Contrasting the client-driven restrictions faced by advertising designers with the apparent artistic
freedom enjoyed by those working in the less commercial end of the industry Jimmy James added,
in reference to the work of studios such as World Record:

Fig:14

Fig:15
Designs featured in R. Haughton James ‘Commercial Art’ . From left: Lance Stirling’s photographic mandala ‘Brahms: Violin Concerto’, and
his cubist ‘Liszt Piano Sonata’, David Leonard’s illustrated ‘Il Seraglio’ and ‘I Pagliacci’ and Robinson’s photographic ‘Brahms: Piano
Concerto No.2’. World Record designs were the only designs reproduced in R. Haughton James’ book

The most interesting work being done at present is probably in areas considered of minor commercial importance. I refer to such printed matter as company reports, record jackets, brochures
or direct mail pieces.3
James reproduced eight World Record jacket designs accompanying his essay to support his argument: John Copeland’s elegant and simple design for Brahms: Symphony No. 3 [fig:13], his graphic image of a classic Greek-style urn rendered into simple, bold forms was featured in Commercial
Art alongside his funky collage for Music of Spain [fig:14]. Both covers were also featured in the
spread devoted to record cover designs in the ACIAA [Australian Commercial & Industrial Artists
Association] Annual for 1962. World Record covers were the only designs included.
Max Robinson’s powerful Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.4 [right fig:15], his elegant Brahms:
Piano Concerto No.2 [centre fig:15]; Lance Stirling’s decorative mandala for Brahms. Violin
Concerto in D major, his cubist-inspired Liszt: Piano Sonata in B minor, David Leonard’s Mozart: Il
Seraglio, and his Leoncavallo: I Pagliacci [left fig:15], were also featured by Jimmy James.
In A Fine Line Geoffrey Caban listed the Melbourne-based designers who had begun to work outside of advertising agencies in the early sixties, many of whom had also joined the World Record
alumni, and created some of the most distinctive early work, including:
… Max Robinson and the ‘Dimension Group’ which had developed from Arthur Leydin’s association with [the illustrators] Wes Walters and Verdon Morcom and had grown to include the photographer Eric Land, the American designer Roy Hunt, the young letterers John Ashenhurst and
Garry Emery, and the designer-illustrator Bruce Weatherhead.4
Out of this group Max Robinson, Wes Walters, Verdon Morcom and Bruce Weatherhead’s partner
Alex Stitt all prepared designs and illustrations for World Record in the early years.
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Fig:16
Designs reproduced in the 1962 Australian Commercial Artists and Illustrators Association Annual.
Once again, only World Record Club cover designs were reproduced in the annual.
Top row, left:
‘Shostakovich’ by John Copeland; centre: ‘Music of Spain’ by John Copeland;
right: Portraits of composers by Malcolm Binding.
Centre row, left:
‘Ding, Dong, Merrily!’ by Verdon Morcom; centre: Kurt Weill in Berlin by Guus van der Heyde;
right: ‘Wagner, Tristan & Isolde, Tannhauser’ by Alex Stitt
Bottom row, left:
‘None But The Lonely Heart’ by Guus Van Der Heyde; centre: ‘Gilbert & Sullivan’ by Malcolm Binding;
right: ‘Latin Contrasts’ by Guus Van Der Heyde

The Australian Commercial & Industrial Artists Association featured World Record Club designs in
its 1962 awards annual.
Just as Jimmy James had acknowledged the contribution made by World Record to Australian
design, so the judging body of the ACIAA also acknowledged the World Record studio’s contribution to Australian culture by including it in their annual. It recognised that the studio had played an
important role in the genesis of a distinctive Australian design industry by bringing together so much
talent and allowing all involved so much freedom to be creative.
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Fig:17
Sleeve design by Keith McMenomy for
‘The Kingston Trio’

Fig:18
Sleeve design and illustration by Tony Ward
for ‘Ravel. Daphnis and Chloe’

Fig:19
Sleeve design and illustration by Winston
Thomas for ‘Haydn: Salomon Symphonies’

The Swinburne Connection
A symbiotic relationship between Geoff Digby at World Record and Bob Francis, lecturer in design
at the (as it then was) Swinburne Technical College, in Burwood Road, Hawthorn, saw the employment in the studio of an almost unbroken chain of Swinburne graduates right through the sixties.
Keith McMenomy started at World Record in late-1963/early-‘64, staying just one year, as was his
usual modus operandi—he believed in re-inventing himself by changing jobs as often as he could,
facing new creative challenges year-after-year. His time there was marked, in particular, by becoming the ‘face’ of Young World, a sub-label with releases aimed at a youthful pop-loving demographic. Twenty-one years old, and with a pleasing countenance, Keith was just the man to represent the
aspirations of the new label. His face even appeared on the Young World logo and he graced the
pages of more than one promotion.
The archetypal ‘bush-artist’ Ron Edwards was teaching at Swinburne at that time and most of his
students developed a fascination with historical imagery, old photographs, wooden typeforms,
engravings and ephemera. Edwards’s influence can be seen in Keith’s early designs, contributing to
his obsession with historical imagery, and was the perfect training for the World Record Club experience. It was almost two decades later that Keith finally published his book Ned Kelly: The
Authentic Illustrated Story, the beautifully designed, definitive pictorial history of the ill-fated
bushranger that he had begun while still at Swinburne and which had consumed his spare time
while at World Record, ticking away over the next twenty years, until it was published by Currie
O’Neill Ross in 1984.
Winston Thomas, a fellow Swinburne graduate who like Keith had both a design and illustration
diploma, joined the studio around the time that Keith was planning his exit into advertising. After
graduation Winston spent two years, from 1962-63, at Gallery A. An erudite character with a great
love for the movies, art and television, Winston had been at Swinburne at the time that left-wing
broadcaster, advertising guru and cultural icon Phillip Adams was involved in making his awardwinning film, ‘Jack and Jill–A Postscript’, with design lecturer Brian Robinson. Several students
played bit-parts, a couple had leading roles.
This period saw the development of an eclectic, decorative and distinctive ‘Swinburne-style’. The
charismatic Robinson also had wide-ranging cultural interests, a love for history, the decorative arts,
a passion, shared with Adams, for Egyptology, and made forays into film and animation. He influenced a generation of his students including Winston Thomas.
Although he was only in the studio at World Record for a few months, Winston added his version
of the Swinburne vision to his work in the studio. After World Record Winston had a short bout of
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secondary teaching and then returned to design, in the studio
of the Australian Broadcasting Commission, possibly the only
other independent ‘art’ studio that also allowed creative freedom in a non-commercial environment.

Fig:20
Libretto design and illustration by Winston Thomas
for ‘Offenbach: The Tales of Hoffman’

Winston’s illustration for the libretto cover of the boxed-set
recordings of Offenbach’s opera The Tales of Hoffman [fig: 20]
is typical of the style popularised at Swinburne, and encouraged by the lecturing staff. The use of appropriated decoration
applied as collage to strong drawing, bold forms and powerful
contrast of figure to ground, combined with whimsical characterisation can also be seen in the work of Keith McMenomy and
Tony Ward. While the style is reflective of the bold forms shown
in David Leonard’s work, which pre-dated the Swinburne
group, the Swinburne-style was however laced with ‘pop’ influences, and was much more ‘graphic’ as opposed to being
painterly.
Tony Ward, another Swinburne graduate and friend of both
Keith and Winston, joined the studio. Ward was an artist with a
distinctive illustrative style who exemplified the Swinburne
ethos. His work was highly decorative, pop, linear and textured.
Not for Ward the gouache and poster paint artworks in the
style of Binding or Leonard, Ward drew patterned illustrations
which referred to Victorian decoration and the patterns of
William Morris. He also used collage, combining appropriated
photographs with cut-out elements and purloined lettering, a
technique popular at Swinburne in those days.

Fig:21
Magazine page design by Tony Ward ‘World Record
News’

The Dover book of trade-cuts: Handbook of Early Advertising
Art–Mainly from American Sources, was source material for
Tony Ward who copied, cut and created unique assemblages
from old lettering alphabets, decorative flourishes and line
engravings [fig: 21].
Ward left in 1966 to spend a year at Toorak Technical
Teacher’s College. This was the common fate of many workingclass kids who had financed their way through college on government studentships.
Geoff Hocking, broke the Swinburne chain. A graduate from
Bendigo Technical College, Hocking, with a Diploma in
Advertising Art and a folio with more album cover designs than
should have been allowed by his tutors, knocked on Digby’s
door the week that Ward had announced that he was leaving.
Having been taught by Geoff La Gerche, an illustrator, designer and printmaker who had graduated himself only a few years
earlier from Caulfield, Hocking had joined the ranks of the linocutters and fitted readily into the World Record style. It was the
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Fig:22
Sleeve design, collage illustration by Geoff Hocking
for ‘Like Mozart Man’

Fig:23
Sleeve design and illustration by Paul
Cleveland

Fig:24
Sleeve design, collage by Graeme Moore
for‘Walton: Symphony No.1’

Fig:25
Sleeve design and photgraph by Bob
Haberfield for‘Right Here, Right Now!.
Billy Taylor Trio’

mid-sixties and ‘pop’ influences were apparent in the work of most young designers, the ‘Bendigo
school’ was not immune to this wave of popular culture.
Although an illustrator in later years, at WRC Hocking was attracted to collage, abstraction, papercutting and kerning hot-metal setting by hand and scalpel—graduating to a few linear portraits of
composers and musicians as well. Two years later Hocking also left for Toorak to be replaced by Ian
McGill, another Swinburne graduate, a contemporary linear illustrator and artist in a ‘fauvist’ style
with a penchant for vibrant colours. He stayed for a year.
In 1972 yet another Swinburne illustrator, Paul Cleveland, joined the studio. His style was vigorous, luscious and decorative, influenced by ‘pop’ and ‘art nouveau’ but drawn with a spidery hand
he produced a staggering volume of work, sometimes up to thirty albums per month [fig: 23].
Towards the middle of 1974 Paul made his pilgrimage to London where he worked in advertising.
On his return one year later he took a position as designer in the promotions department with The
Age newspaper in Melbourne.
All through this period layout artist Graeme Moore was the stalwart of the studio. Moore worked
at World Record for 15 years and watched many young designers, straight out of college, come and
go. Employed primarily in the production of direct-mail material, brochures and advertising, Moore
was an elegant designer with intelligence and charm in all that he did. He exhibited a fastidious
attention to detail and strong narrative sense. Moore built a solid body of work that underpinned
the studio and his elegant designs for the twice-yearly catalogues were the first contact the consumer had with World Record product.
Moore produced a large number of sleeve designs, notably his artwork for the cover of Sir William
Walton: Symphony No.1 [fig: 24], which featured a collage purchased by the company from an
exhibition he held with a number of artist friends in 1966.
Freelancers came and went—Bob Haberfield was an artist and designer working in advertising
whose prodigious output was sixties-groovy with a strong and funky ‘Carnaby-Street’ style.
Haberfield produced some of the most adventurous designs of the mid-sixties period, he would use
anything at hand to create his artworks—advertising-styled magazine photographs of trendy models for Right Here, Right Now! [fig: 25], a peacock’s feather for Stravinsky’s Firebird [fig: 101]—
Haberfield’s was a creative mind that knew no boundaries and it was Digby’s genius that encouraged him to flourish.
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The WRC studio’s designs adapted to embrace changes in technologies which brought about a
dramatic change in graphic style. By the end of the sixties World Record cover art, which had begun
in the days of metal type-setting and zinc printing blocks with illustrative designs (which, although

Fig:26
Generic design from World Record Club,
‘Wagner. Sibelius’ c. 1960

Fig:27
Generic design from World Record Club,
‘The Carmen Ballet’ c. 1975

Fig:28
Generic design from World Record Club,
‘Brahms Leider’ c. 1975

creative in concept, were often traditional in technique) had evolved to production for offset-lithography and photo-typesetting. The old WRC ‘look’ became abstracted and was edged aside by a
fashionable ‘sixties’ graphic style; time-consuming illustrative artwork gave way to photocopied collages and appropriated images.
A crude photo-chemical copying machine was installed in the studio. It made the production of
line-art, paper bromides possible for the first time. Tone drop-out images soon became the vogue,
photographs copied from books were given ‘the treatment’ and illustration as the main source of
graphic imagery gave way to a new ‘photo-graphic’ look. Books were relentlessly plundered for line
engravings, photographs of old artworks, sculptures, portraits—anything at all that could be copied,
cut-up and pasted down ready for the plate-making camera.
In the seventies, facing increased competition from chain-store retailers, World Record finally sold
out to EMI which began to import more and more ‘popular’ product and brought film for plate-making in from overseas, gradually putting an end to original designs being created for every release in
the Melbourne studio. Budgets were squeezed. As a result design and presentation suffered—art
was sacrificed for commerce. To save design and production costs a standardised sleeve design
which featured a broad, coloured border was created. Stocks of sleeve blanks were pre-printed in
a range of colours. These were then overprinted on demand with a single colour typographic titling
and a pictorial graphic which filled in the large empty space within the border. While one or two
of these did have a certain charm, it must have been disappointing for the customer to receive too
many of them in the mail [figs: 27-8].
However, the best of the more than 2000 cover designs that were produced by World Record Club
are remarkable examples of design and illustration emanating from one studio— a studio that
remains unique in Australian graphic design, a studio that in its beginning took as its credo—art for
art’s sake—and success in commerce was its natural consequence.
—
‘IN THE MID 1960'S the traditional Applied and Fine Arts courses at Swinburne were drastically re-structured to combine the disciplines of design, advertising, illustration and photography
and provide a new perspective enhancing employment opportunities for students.
The same period saw the establishment of the World Record Club, which under the skillful
direction of Geoff Digby provided an extremely creative environment for aspiring designers.
He became first choice to preview appropriate graduating students – many of whom moved on
to enjoy successful careers as a direct result of their WRC folio of achievements’.
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— Robert (Bob) Francis. Head of Department, Graphic Design, 1960-87, Swinburne

Fig:29
Sleeve designs showing the variety of approaches to design from the traditional to the ultra-modern.

Production methods and Conceptual Direction:
The methods of print production and the limitations of budget restraint and contemporary technologies set the conceptual parameters for creative design. Most early work was printed by letterpress,
using hand-set monotype or hot-metal linotype typesetting and usually with a limit of two
colours.The introduction of offset-lithography in the mid-sixties, co-inciding with the pop-revolution
and a change in retail marketing opportunities for recorded music saw a dramatic change in the
look of cover designs, typographic form, photographic technologies and print quality.
Sleeve designs were determined by both musical genre and by technological advances as much
as by changing tastes in popular music. The taste for classical recordings remained unchanged
through all these years excepting for stylistic changes to cover art made by younger graduate designers who had trained in the so-called ‘pop’ era.
The introduction of photocopying and dry-transfer lettering, combined with photo type-setting
and the overuse of the IBM ‘golf-ball’ typewriter, an instrument much despised by dedicated typesetters, also changed the look of sleeve design. The long-established illustration style which had
been the hallmark of the studio gave way to the photocopied collage while books and magazines
gave up their images for use as appropriated source material.
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Fig:30
Conservative design for ‘Beethoven:
‘Emporer’, Concerto No.5 in E flat’, c.
1960

Fig:31
Modern design for ‘Beethoven: Eroica’
illustration by John Copeland, c.1960

Fig:32
Contemporary design with concept photographic illustration for ‘Beethoven:
‘Emporer’, Concerto No.5 in E flat’.
Concept design by Geoff Hocking for
Classics For Pleasure, London, 1972

Seeking the Source of Inspiration
Few designers working on World Record Club projects ever had the luxury of listening to any piece
of music before the process of sleeve design had begun. Designers, illustrators, artists and
photographers firstly responded to a brief, usually in the form of often incomplete liner notes, and
secondly a verbal indication of the thinking of the art director and/or management. However it was
usually the case that the designer simply worked from previous knowledge and from their own
research into the recording to be jacketed.
Most classical works suggested their own imagery, in particular, works by Beethoven, Mozart,
Tschaikovsky and Stravinsky often suggested their own pictorial imagery by the descriptive names
given to the work, e;g: Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 5 is known as ‘The Emporer’ [fig: 30], the
Symphony No.3 as ‘Eroica’ [fig:31] and this nomenclature is attributed to the composer’s infatuation with the French Emporer Napoleon Bonaparte. By the time the piano work was finally published Beethoven had ceased to be impressed by Napoleon’s abortive push into Northern Europe,
but the name was already well-established. As a result, even two-hundred years later designers use
this naming of the work as the basis for graphic interpretation. Beethoven’s works were popular
recordings, with a ready market, year after year, for new and often re-packaged recordings.
Designers were repeatedly faced with the challenge of conceiving a fresh interpretation of that same
theme.
It was expected that the designer developed a knowledge of the music, to understand period and
genre and to develop their own resources of books, reproductions of artworks, magazines and other
source material. However, for the uninitiated the library in the studio at World Record was extensive. The shelves were filled with an eclectic range of books on classical and modern art, literature,
architecture, furniture, books of engravings, dingbats, old typographic alphabets, encyclopedia and
much more.Clippings of images and pre-used graphics were kept in alphabetical files from Albeniz
to Webern and everyone in between. Printing blocks: engraved portraits of composers, pianists and
performers were catalogued in a large scrap-book and could be called into use time and again until
they wore out. It was the search for new visual concepts for old ideas that was the challenge for
every artist and that which brought about the most innovative work.
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World Record was every bit a part of the contemporary scene in Australia, and a player internationally, but it was the prevailing style of Australian design in any period that was also reflected in
WRC designs. The same artists and designers working in the commercial and restrictive world of
advertising who sought creative expression through WRC, and it was Geoff Digby’s expertise who
drew these designers into the WRC circle.

Fig:33
Modern designs and illustration by
Australian designer Douglas Annand

Fig:34
Modern designs and illustration
by Australian designer Gordon
Andrews

Fig:35
Traditional poster and illustration by Australian
poster artist James Northfield

Prior to the end of the second war Australian commercial design lacked any real conceptual style.
Most advertisements were didactic, pictorial and overwritten. A product was shown, a slogan
expressed and more often than not an image of a customer using the product was the sole graphic
used. Most images were photographic in their realism but usually drawn for clarity as letterpress or
gravure printing at that time was coarse; half-toned photographic images generally proved less than
attractive. The rotary gravure presses that printed magazines such as Women’s Weekly and Australia
Post even used sepia toned ink as the overall etched surface of the plate printed a dirty looking sheet
when black ink was used, sepia had a tendency to tone the sheet instead. The dots in halftoned photographs filled in easily, making models and products appear blotchy, speckled and unattractive. In
consequence there was a steady industry for good representative illustrators, hand-letterers and cartoonists but not much call at all for photographers. The work for most commercial artists was uninspiring and it is no wonder that when the studio at World Record began to seek the talents of the
new post-war wave of artists they rose to the task.
The prevailing style in Australia had been influenced by English magazines, although some illustrators such as Douglas Annand [fig: 33] and Gordon Andrews [fig: 34] had dipped into Aboriginal
motifs and developed a style that was purely graphic in its simplicity, most artists were working in
the James Northfield-poster-style [fig: 35] or nostalgically patriotic sporting-hero-style perfected on
Sydney pub mirror art. There were others who had trained in Europe and bought a conceptual
Bauhaus-style back to the antipodes but it was not until the influx of American graphics via popular magazines in the immediate post-war period that Australian design changed.
A group of Melbourne-based designers including WRC alumni Lance Stirling, advertising gurus
Richard Beck, Owen Foulkes, Eric Maguire, Joe Greenberg and young designers Ron Thompson and
Arthur Leydin began to meet in the early fifties to discuss Australian design. As Lance Stirling had
recalled the meetings of the then named ‘Ambulent Cheese Society’ were often more social affairs
rather than serious discourse on design but the group did form the genesis of an industry concerned
about design with an Australian voice that kept apace with the movements observed overseas but
maintained its own identity and produced its own heroes. World Record Club came to play an
important part in nurturing the talents of so many who did in time become Australian design heroes.
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Fig:36
Illustration by English cartoonist Ronald
Searle

Fig:37
Illustrations by English cartoonist Gerrard Hoffnung. Hoffnung specialised in illustrations of musical themes, his talents even included the composition of a musical piece
for vacuum cleaner and symphony orchestra

The early years in the studio at WRC produced designs that were spare,
with considered use of space and elegant metal-set typography. Most
graphics were representational, pictorial and obvious, in the sense that
the images depicted the accepted idea of the recorded work without too
much esoteric interpretation.

Fig:38
Illustration from the American illustrators
Alice and Martin Provensen’s book for
Paul Hamlyn, published in 1960 ‘The
Iliad and The Odyessy’

Illustrators were much sought after and the second generation of World
Record Cover designs featured a wide range of graphic styles in contemporary illustration: wood and linocuts were popular and the WRC artists,
while creating a style of their own did look over their collective shoulder
at the graphic work of the Americans Provensen [fig: 38], Steinweiss [fig:
39] and Flora [fig: 40–1] rather than to England, which persisted with
whimsy and lyricism, in work typified by Ronald Searle [fig: 36], Gerard
Hoffnung [fig: 37] and the linear cartoonists in the classic Punch style.

This changed dramatically in the mid-sixties when a new generation of
young designers emerged from the art-schools where ‘pop’ had been the
prevailing influence. Even though the ‘pop’ revolution was largely driven from Britain young designers recognised that their work was more heavily influenced by American graphics, television and
popular magazines. The Bauhuas influence on American design through the modernists who had

Fig:39
Sleeve design by the American designer
Alex Steinweiss.
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Fig:40
Sleeve design by the American illustrator
and designer Joe Flora. Flora created a large
body of work for Columbia Records in
America

Fig:41
Sleeve design by Joe Flora

Fig:42
Photographic sleeve design by Bob
Haberfield for ‘Gershwin: Rhapsody in
Blue’

Fig:43
Photographic sleeve design using tonal
drop-out technique

Fig:44
Sleeve design showing the influence of
modern European magazine styling.
Photograph by Bob Haberfield

migrated to America from northern Europe in the period of hostility, had transformed American
design and Australia soon followed. The sixties also saw the development of
‘concept’ design, innovative illustration, funky collage, new type forms and changing reprographic techniques. The biggest breakthrough in design production came with the introduction of the
photocopying machines into most studios and the establishment of offset-lithographic printing. For
the first time inexpensive high quality photographic reproduction was possible. Offset gave a soft
impression, making photographs appear as if there was no dot at all. In response designers reached
for their cameras. Advertising soon eschewed the linear graphic and the commercial photographer
as an industry essential was born.
Among the WRC alumni there were a few designers working the Advertising industry who
brought a photographic concept to cover design: Bob Haberfield, Guus van der Heyde, Max
Robinson working with photographs by Gerard Vandenberg and Gordon de Lisle, and Geoff Digby
art directing the many portraits taken by renowned fashion photographer Athol Shmith. It was in
this period that designs changed from the literal to the esoteric, with imagery redolent of the closeup and decorative style of the Sunday Magazines, and the monthly glossies Twen, Nova and
Harper’s Bazaar [figs: 42–5].
Graphics became increasingly abstracted. Pop and Op art influenced the work for one or two
years, as a result, the Classics were interpreted yet again, this time with conceptual graphics often
unrelated in any literal sense to the established ‘idea’ of the music, but more in tune with the pre-

Fig:45
Photographic sleeve design by Bob
Haberfield
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Fig:46
Modern graphic sleeve design created by
Rob Hall. Considered a breakthrough design
when it appeared in 1966, this influenced a
lot of designers to throw away the narrative
style of the past and seek ‘graphic’ ideas

Fig:47
Modern art styled sleeve design by
Geoff Hocking, c. 1966

Fig:48
Abstract art sleeve design by Max
Robinson, c. 1962

Fig:49
Hard-edge abstraction showing a geometric
design

Fig:50
‘Op-art’ sleeve designs by Graeme Moore

vailing fashion in contemporary graphics. A fine example is Rob Hall’s design for ‘Beethoven Piano
Sonatas: Moonlight/Pathetique /Appassionata’ [fig:46], the most popular of all Beethoven’s sonatas
which have been recorded by almost every concert pianist since the beginning of the recording
industry. Hall took an entirely new view of this classic work and created a striking design in a modern graphic style that retains its impact even forty years after it was first released.
Hall used Helvetica, a typeface which had only become available to Australian designers and
typographers in the mid-sixties, manipulated the letter-spacing and created a powerful pattern of letter forms. This approach, made possible by the introduction of photo-setting of typographic headlines changed the way modern designers treated typographic detail. Geoff Hocking’s design for
‘Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.4’ [fig: 47] shares the same design values and offered a completely abstracted interpretation of the musical theme. The same modern art influences can be seen in
Hocking’s ‘Bloch: Concerto for Violin & Orchestra’ [fig: 52] and the repeat pattern of ‘Chopin
Rarities’ [fig: 53] which made reference to prints by American ‘pop’ artist Andy Warhol.
Designers at World Record Club looked to the art world rather than the world of commercial
advertising and corporate design for inspiration. Although the artists who designed for WRC came
from the commercial world they were a particular breed apart: mostly illustrators at heart, many
looked to painting and were influenced by the exhibition of ‘New American Painting’ shown at the
National Gallery of Victoria in the sixties and by British art reproduced in Anthony Armstrong-Jones’
portrait of the contemporary British art scene in ‘A Private View’, published in 1965. The cover
designs reflected these contemporary movements in modern art: the abstractions of Victor Vasarley
[fig: 48], the ‘op’ art of Bridget Riley [fig: 50], the screenprints of Warhol were approximated via

Fig:51
Sleeve design using photocopied images
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Fig:52
Abstract concept sleeve design by Geoff
Hocking

Fig:53
Sleeve design which references the repeat
pattern styling of American pop artist Andy
Warhol

Fig:54
Sleeve design using a modern mono-print
image created by Tony Ward

Fig:55
Sleeve design by Geoff Hocking which references Milton Glaser and American
pyschedelia

Fig:56
Sleeve design and illustration by Wes
Walters for ‘Sinatra: Where Are You?’

the photocopy machine [fig:51], the lyrical infantism of David Hockney [fig:54], the avant garde of
the ‘funkadelic’ American illustrators Seymour Schwartz and Milton Glaser [fig:55] and the painted
album covers for CBS of Paul Davis and west-coast graphics [fig:56].
Although the World Record Club was British in origin the studio turned away from the reserved
British design and typographic approach and looked to America. A comparison should be made
between the covers of the American publishers ‘Limelight’ and ‘Blue-Note’ [fig: 57] and World
Record [fig: 58]. Although the Americans were primarily publishers of contemporary jazz recordings their bold typographic style, use of powerful photography and abstracted conceptual graphics
that eschewed a commercial narrative were mirrored in the Melbourne studio. West-coast graphics
were both bold, colourful and creative—the appeal lay in the esoteric—and this was exactly the
conceptual direction that World Record had always followed.
Fig:57
Modern ‘graphic’ sleeve designs for recordings of American west-coast jazz showing a variety of conceptual approaches

Fig:58
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Sleeve designs from WRC which use similar conceptual approaches to the American covers shown in Fig: 57

Fig:59

Sleeve designs showing the variety of approaches taken by WRC artists to reflect the different musical styles released through
sub-labels

An Introduction to Style:
While most World Record releases were of ‘The Classics’ a number of sub-labels had been introduced to cater for changing tastes in the record-buying public: popular music, showtunes, Gilbert
& Sullivan, children’s records, easy-listening, Jazz and ‘Young World’, a sub-label offering pop and
folk music to a younger demographic.
Designs were tailored to suit each genré. Although sleeve designs were always constrained by the
available technologies the studio maintained its committment to design excellence in all categories
employing some of the most creative and idiosyncratic artists and illustrators of the sixties and
eventies to produce record cover designs.
The following shows the design approach from the early years of hot-metal setting and letterpress
printing to the introduction of offset-lithography and commercial photography, in the categories:
The Early Years—hot-metal & zinc
Listening Easy—Sounds Popular
The Greatest Shows on Earth
Looks Like The Swinging Sixties!
The Gallery Collection
The Illustrated Classics
Graphic Classics
Gilbert & Sullivan
Appropriation as an Artform
Photographic Classics
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Fig:60
Sleeve designs showing the use of metal typesetting and zinc blocks

The Early Years—hot-metal & zinc:

The first sleeves were printed letterpress. More
often than not the slugs of metal set for headlines and body text were composed in the print-shop
from a limited range of fonts.

It was the task of the designer to accurately mark-up a layout showing exactly where type
and blocks were to appear within the twelve-inch square. Rules and slugs made for decorations,
blocks used over again in a wide variety of colours and formats. Judicious use of material allowed
budgets to be stretched on ‘prestige’ albums or covers that demanded a little extra attention.
Some very creative work was done within limited budgets. As one example the cover shown at
top left [fig: 60] features a linen-pressed ‘cloth-style’ cover. The type is printed straight from the
metal; the graphic printed offset onto a paper sleeve wrapped around and tucked into the base
package.
To add ‘style’ some uncoated covers were embossed with textures after printing, showing a range
of innovative techniques that made the most out of very little.
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Fig:61
Sleeve designs for ‘Easy Listening’ recordings

Listening Easy — Sounds Popular: In the late-fifties and early-sixties there was a solid
market for ‘easy-listening’ recordings — showtunes, sacred music, country, bluegrass, rock-a-billy
— all evocative, sing-a-long heartbreakers in the style popularised by radio bands in an era when
The Black-and-White Minstrel Show was still considered amusing, and not at all politically inappropriate.
Anything that sounded of soaring strings, orchestrated horn sections, and massed voices tugging
at the heartstrings in the style of Mitch Miller, Ray Coniffe or Mantovani had a ready market for LP
sales with buyers who weren’t ready for Bach or Beethoven, but were still afraid to swing their hips
too eagerly to the untamed beast of rock-n-roll. The sleeve designs reflect this attitude — taking it
easy!
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Fig:62
Sleeve designs for recordings of ‘Showtunes’

The Greatest Shows on Earth:

The mid-fifties, only a decade away from war-time
austerity, were a period of unprecedented confidence, security and prosperity. Making the most of
this new wave of consumer confidence entrepeneurs brought all the big Broadway shows to
Australia and before long a night at ‘the Theatre’ was the perfect way for ‘the comfortable’ to show
off — to see and be seen in all the right places.
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Mementoes of all the great shows: ‘My Fair Lady’, ‘The Merry Widow’, ‘The Student Prince’, ‘The
Vagabond King’, and other favourites also proved popular and recordings of the musicals had a
ready market in Australia in the 1950s. While the sleeve designs of most World Record releases
were usually restricted to two or three colours only, the sales potential for recordings of the popular shows of the day allowed for full-colour reproduction. From ‘Lilac Time’ to ‘My Fair Lady’, and
everything in-between, artists such as the commercial illustrator, and in later years winner of the
Archibald Prize, Wes Walters [centre fig: 62]; the stylistic, and much sought-after, fashion photographer Athol Smith [‘Showboat’, ‘Carousel’, ‘Porgy & Bess’, ‘No,No,Nanette’ and ‘Pal Joey’, fig: 62],
among others, created cover designs with memorable images of the ‘shows’ in the World Record
style, not attempting to emulate an American, or ‘Broadway’ vernacular.

Fig:63
‘Pop’influenced sleeve designs

Looks Like The Swinging Sixties!!

By the mid-sixties it was apparent that customer
tastes in contemporary music were rapidly changing.
While the ‘easy listening’ recordings that had filled the airwaves in the immediate post-war years
may continue to have nostalgic currency in some circles even today the sixties had began to
swing—and it wasn’t to the beat of the dance-bands anymore.

The ‘swinging sixties’ were an explosion of new sounds—the youth revolution had begun.
Crooners gave way to the back-beat of the ‘Mersey sound’, honky-tonk surrendered to the syncopated grooves of ‘cool jazz’ and even the classics got a tickle when artists such as Jacques Louissier
[fig: 95] put some bight back into Bach.
World Record introduced the sub-label it named ‘YOUNG WORLD’ and sought to capture the
mood for change with an eclectic range of pop, jazz, folk, revved-up classics—and even some good
old big-band grooves—in some very groovy cover designs.
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Fig:64
Sleeve designs using original paintings by Australian artists

The Gallery Collection: In his book Commercial Art R.Haughton James lamented the lack
of quality letterpress colour magazines printed in Australia in the fifties and sixties. At that time
almost all colour work was printed gravure, a technique which used a rotary press with bleed to
bleed engraved plates which gave nothing save a muddy approximation of an artists original work.
Quality letterpress was renowned for the crispness of the impression and in the hands of a good
printer any reproduction could be made as good as the original. World Record was blessed with an
in-house print shop second to none. Harward World Printers ran a large flat-bed letterpress machine
capable of printing the high-quality reproductions required by the studio and demanded by its
artists. They printed four-colour sleeves one colour at a time.
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‘The Gallery Collection’ was a series of recordings that reproduced the work of Australian artists
as the basis for the design. Regular excursions were made, by management and studio staff, to The
Australia Gallery in South Yarra where director Vi Dulio assisted in the purchase of new works by
up-and-coming artists. World Record purchased paintings by Asher Bilu, Albert Tucker, Paul Jones
and Robert Juniper; a screenprint by Barbara Brash; a lithograph by Charles Blackman, which was
used as a cover design and sold in a limited edition to aspiring collectors among the members.

When EMI finally took over World Record in the mid-seventies, bean-counters were astonished at
the value of artworks hanging in World Record offices and the collection was promptly sold back
to Vi Dulio.
The in-house printers shone when they produced the high-quality reproductions of these works
for the gallery collection. Letterpress blocks were engraved by Hughes & Sons in Coppin Street
Richmond. Blocks were expensive, charged by the square inch, so they were never made any bigger than necessary. The type on all of these sleeve designs is hot-metal setting. By keeping the type
away from the full-colour set the set was able to be used more than once. Harward World installed
a litho press in 1965 and from that moment on designs changed as plate costs diminished.
An exhibition: The World Record Club Art Collection was shown at the old Argus Gallery, on the
corner of Elizabeth and La Trobe streets in Melbourne, in 1967 in conjunction with the First
Melbourne Festival of Contemporary Music. Staff writer James Murdoch was instrumental in the
establishment of the International Society of Contemporary Music in Australia. The opening of the
exhibition by Eric Westbrook, then Director of the National Gallery of Victoria, preceded the
Australian Premiere of Anna Lockwood’s ‘Glass Concert’, a uniquely esoteric work in which shards
of glass were plucked at and played for sound until a television tube was imploded in the crashing
finale. Several of the works exhibited at the Argus had been reproduced on album covers, others released as editioned prints to
members and included:
Len Annois, ‘Mirage on the Birdsville Track’, 1965
Asher Bilu, 1967
Charles Blackman, ‘Head’, 1951 and ‘Girl with Dove’, 1964
Hermia Boyd ‘Judgement of Paris’, 1965
Barbara Brash, ‘Windows’, 1965
John Courier, ‘Still Life with White Pepper Pot’, 1966
Robert Haberfield, ‘Bo-Peeps Tinkerbell’, 1966
Joy Hester, ‘Love Series’, 1948
Paul Jones, ‘Minj Landscape’, 1966
Yoshio Kanamori, ‘Woodblock Prints’
Roger Kemp, 1965
Les Kossatz, 1965
Janice McBride, ‘Spanish’, 1966
Max Middleton, ‘Foggy Morning’, 1966
Graeme Moore, ‘Right of Spring’, 1966
Kate O’Connor, ‘Flower & Stripes’
Barbara Paterson, ‘Hot Dusk’, 1966
Joy Peck, ‘The Yellow Flower’, 1964
John Perceval, ‘Windmill & Misletoe’, 1965
Auguste Renoir, ‘Seated Bather’
Kenneth Rowell, ‘Le Baiser de la Fee’, 1960
Kiyoshi Saito, ‘Woodblock Print’
Ian Sime, 1961
Mary Szekely Bateman, ‘Leda 12’, 1967
Winston Thomas, ‘Garden of Earthly Delight’, 1964
Albert Tucker, ‘Earth & Tree’, 1962
Dawn Westbrook, ‘Bird’, 1964
Fred Williams, ‘The Boyfriend’, 1955
The exhibition also included a series of ten black-line
portraits of contemporary composers by artist Louis Kahan
[fig: 90] which had been commissioned for the covers of
recordings of twentieth century classical music.Kahan’s
drawing of Hungarian composer Bela Bartok [fig: 89] was
used on the invitation to the event.
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Fig:65
Invitation to the exhibition at the
Argus Gallery of the WRC Collection
in 1967, using a drawing by Louis
Kahan

Fig:66
Sleeve design using a drawing by Louis Kahan

Fig:67
‘Illustrated’ sleeve designs

The Illustrated Classics : The classics were a rich field for the illustrator to plough. Almost
all music scores expressed one narrative theme or another. In particular Tschaikowsky offered a
wide range of themes – from Hamlet to the Nutcracker – every recording was a creative opportunity for the artist, and in the early years of World Record Club every illustrator rose to the challenge.
Every score suggested a title and every title suggested its own design – Mozart’s ‘Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik’; Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’, written for, and dedicated to Napolean Bonaparte before Ludwig
lost faith in him; Greig’s ‘Peer Gynt’; Ravel’s ‘Daphnis & Chloe’; Holst’s ‘The Perfect Fool’, and hundreds more, including the sleeves shown in fig: 67 – were all are illustrated in bold forms, delicate lines, decorative collages and powerful graphic-cuts. Each illustration – a classic – in its own
right.
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Fig:68
‘Graphic’ sleeve designs

Graphic Classics:

The pop revolution also had an influence on classic designs. By the midsixties the tried-and-true line drawings and lyrical illustrations of the past were eschewed in favour
of a new style of bold, colourful and imaginative ‘graphic design’.
Abstract concepts soon crept into vogue — dadaist collage, pop art and op art influenced styles
— boldly contrasting photographic treatments and unusually lateral takes on traditionally literal
ideas made for a second generation of designs and an interesting new take on ‘classic graphics’.
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Fig:69
Sleeve designs for recordings of ‘Gibert & Sullivan’ operas

Gilbert & Sullivan: In the sixties some of the best illustrators in Melbourne showcased their
talents on a series of full-colour covers of the D’oyley Carte Opera Company’s recordings of popular Gilbert & Sullivan Operas.
Staff artist Malcolm Binding and freelancer Alex Stitt, produced a set of highly decorative and
playful sleeve designs, which set the tone for these classic recordings of popular comic operas from
Gilbert & Sullivan. Their cover designs set the standard for a new visualisation of comic opera in
Australia and It is highly likely that many an amateur company created costumes for their performances based upon World Record Club cover art.
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Fig:70
Sleeve designs using appropriated imagery

Appropriation as an Artform: Nothing was safe from appropriation when it came to the
studio’s relentless plundering of old music books, art books, journals and catalogues of decorative
flourishes for, as yet, unused graphic images. Old engravings, historic photographs, obscure, and
sometimes not so obscure, artworks were all pressed into the service of many a new graphic
creation.
In days long before the introduction of the photocopier and the studio bromide camera, and years
ahead of the digital scanner, resource graphic material was often excised from the pages of many a
worthwhile tome by scalpel or scissors. Books were copied by rostrum camera, designers often
forced to wait days for a bromide to be processed, then delivered back to the studio for paste-up.
Re-screening of printed works simply meant printing out-of-focus. The tonal drop-out a favourite
method for improving old pictures.
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In the constant rush to reach deadlines books sacrificed their pages on more than one occasion.
After printing artwork was often stripped apart and graphics filed away for future use. However, few
designers wanted to use images that had been used before and were constantly searching for fresh
‘old’ images, more often than not with scant regard for the niceties of copyright.

Fig:71
Sleeve designs using photography

Photographic Classics: Until the mid-sixties original concept photography was rarely used
as record cover art.
Society fashion photographer Athol Shmith had been a regular contributor with photographs for
the covers of recordings of popular stage musicals. He had been under contract to both
J.C.Williamson and the Australian Broadcasting Commission to photograph visiting performers and
stars of stage and screen and was ideally placed to meet the needs of World Record.
Dutchman, Guus Van Der Heyde, the first design graduate from the School of Art in Arnhem to
specialise in photography put his camera to good use at World Record and set the scene for those
who followed.
By the mid-sixties the influence of the ‘arty’ magazines from the U.K. and Europe: Twen, Nova
and the Sunday Magazines was apparent when designers like Bob Haberfield, using an agency camera, snapped ‘groovy’ shots of models among moody flowery settings. Before long, designers
thought photographically where once they had conceptualised illustrated imagery. The softness of
offset lithography gave the designers the quality of photographic reproduction they desired.
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Fig:72
Art director Geoff Digby [standing] and staff artist John Copeland [seated] in the studio at World Record Club. John is working
on the layout for ‘The Meistersingers of Nurembourg’ a design that was reproduced in the ACIAA Annual 1964

The Creative Team
Art director Geoff Digby had brought together, under the umbrella of the World Record Studio, an
extraordinary community of artists, designers, photographers, illustrators and typographers fired
with a common goal, to make art work in the service of commerce.
Although success was not determined by sales in the open marketplace, and there was no aggressive promotion, nor saturation marketing, it was still vitally important for the club to build financial
success. As competitors in the growing market for LP recordings began to open their franchise outlets in suburban shopping strips and mega-malls, the cover designs for World Record Club releases
played an increasingly important role in maintaining the power of the brand.
Competition brought change, and although economic imperatives may have squeezed budgets
the look of a WRC sleeve design held steadfast against increasing commercialism seen in the style
of other labels.With innovative artworks World Record designs maintained their creative edge.
When everyone else in the market was headed for commercial banality World Record covers
became even more esoteric, and arty, rather than head for the obvious and commercial.
For years World Record stood out like a beacon for good design, radical typography, exciting illustration and creative photography and artists and designers eagerly sought a commission from
Digby’s studio.The World Record alumni reads like a ‘who’s who’ of commercial art and design in
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Fig:73
Lance Stirling’s designs for ‘Liszt: Anees de Pelerinage’, ‘Mozart: Symphonies Nos.40 & 41’ and ‘Rimsky-Korsakov, Prokofieff, Liadov’.
This last design was selected by the artist as his favourite

Melbourne in the fifties and sixties, each and every artist has built a solid reputation over the ensuing years and their success is in part due to a World Record experience.
Designers and illustrators Lance Stirling, John Copeland and Guus Van Der Heyde,who worked at
the World Record Studio in the early years at 330 Flinders Lane are among those remembered for
their work at that time, and the long contribution each made to the commercial design industry and
design education in Australia in the second half of the twentieth century.

—

Lance Stirling was born in Carlton in 1928 and went on to study Art and Design at RMIT and later
to study painting at the Melbourne Gallery under William Dargie. He was a winner of the Australian
Youth Art Prize in 1949 but stopped painting for a number of years to pursue his career in design.
His interest in, and talent for, painting and the fine arts is evident in his designs. His cubistinspired illustration for ‘Liszt: Piano Sonata in B minor and Piano Concerto No.2’ [shown fig: 15,
centre, top] was one of six album cover designs selected by Haughton-James to demonstrate his
argument that the only place where innovative design was being created in the late-fifties, early-sixties was in the small ‘non-commercial’ studios such as World Record.
Lance Stirling’s association with World Record Club founders John Day and Terence CresswellGeorge reaches back to his time at Colorgravure Publications and the Herald and Weekly Times
where Geoff Digby was the studio manager, however he was not one of those who joined them in
London at Good Housekeeping. After Colorgravure, Lance Stirling worked in advertising in
Melbourne and later joined the throng of young artists who freelanced for World Record.
While he was at George Patterson Advertising Lance was inspired by the Swiss magazine ‘Graphis’
and it was from this publication, showcasing the best of contemporary European ‘design’ that Lance
realised—good design could not only enhance the marketing effectiveness of ordinary advertising
but could also be inspirational and artistic at the same time. Lance remembers that after this ‘he was
hooked’.
A group of Melbourne designers under the aegis of Eric Maguire formed the ‘Ambulent Cheese
Society’—Richard Beck, Roy Burslem, Owen Foulkes, Joe Greenberg, Verdon Morcom, Don
Nelson, Patrick Russell, Ron Thompson, and Maguire and Stirling—met monthly to discuss anything, and everything, relating to the practice of art and design. The ‘Ambulant Cheese Society’ was
possibly the first ‘professional’ organisation in Australia dedicated to furthering the development of
the ‘graphic design’ industry.
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Stirling remembers that they took turns to design the monthly invitations and that their monthly
guests were always notable achievers in associated industries. He recalls that after these meetings
they were inspired “to create design beyond the ‘run-of-the-mill’ agency mediocrity” and it was into
this context that the World Record Club played such a ground-breaking part. [Stirling, L. 2008]
Stirling was working at the agency K.M. Campbell, another studio whose personnel history is
inextricably entwined with World Record when over lunch-time the brilliant young designer Alex
Stitt left a fascinating self-promotional piece. Stitt was soon adding his talents to the World Record
oeuvre.
Stirling left K.M. Campbell to pursue other interests and was succeeded as Art Director by Rob
Hall who also began to freelance for World. Hall produced for World what Lance Stirling has
described as his favourite cover, and one chosen by almost all other designers in the World Record
alumni —the striking and contemporary cover for ‘Beethoven Sonatas/Daniel Barenboim’ [fig: 46].
(When asked to nominate a design of his own Lance Stirling selected his artwork for the jacket of
‘Rimsky-Korsakov, Prokofieff, Liadov–The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra’ [centre fig: 73].
While freelancing for World Record Lance Stirling was also engaged as Art Director in Melbourne
Advertising Agencies. Although he produced only ten designs for sleeves and librettos his designs,
in the early years of the studio, were among the body of early work that established the indelible
World Record ‘style’.
1961–3: It was after leaving K.M. Campbell, and a period of teaching part-time at RMIT, that Lance
Stirling moved to Sydney where he had taken the position of Art Director for an agency called
Pilgrim Design. It was in Sydney that he was re-united with another great original artist who had
also done some work for World Record, the renowned social commentator, illustrator and political
cartoonist Bruce Petty with whom Stirling played squash once a week. In Melbourne, Stirling also
worked for Women’s Day, alongside another World Record veteran the illustrator Verdon Morcom.
1962: Lance Stirling was included in ‘International Who’s Who in Graphic Art’ published in
Switzerland.
August 1964: Lecturer in Graphic Design at RMIT (Melbourne) and RCAE (NSW).
1998: Inducted into Australian Graphic Design Association (AGDA) ‘Hall of Fame’.
Since his retirement Lance has returned to painting full-time. Although his earlier graphic, and
illustrative, work demonstrated contemporary techniques his later paintings are realist in style.
Lance has contributed a body of paintings to St. Stephen’s Church in the Melbourne suburb of
Greythorn. In explanation of the realist approach he has taken to this subject ‘I am fortunate to be
able to create paintings based on a subject to which I am completely committed and to know they
will have a home where they will be appreciated’. Lance is committed to ‘clarity of communication’ in the paintings for St. Stephens, just as his designs for World Record, almost forty years earlier, demonstrated the same clarity, although with a slightly more abstracted and decorative
eye.Among the large body of work created in his long professional career Lance Stirling was also
commissioned to design three Australian postage stamps.
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Fig:74
Three sylistically different sleeve designs by John Copeland

John Copeland was born on 20 July 1935 in Minster-on-Sea, a small village on the Isle of Sheppey
in the county of Kent just to the east of Sheerness. His mother Lilian had been a primary school
teacher who taught in Switzerland, England and Tasmania; his father Captain Frederick Dale
Copeland was a Tasmanian-born merchant seaman, ship’s pilot on the Rangoon River, and later, harbour-master of Hobart, Tasmania.
John spent the first five years of his life in Burma [now Myanmar], and the war years in
Tasmania.At the end of the war the family moved back to England and John spent two of ‘the worst
years of his life’ at a posh Preparatory School for Boys at Littlehampton in Sussex.
They returned to Tasmania in 1948 where John attended the Friend’s Quaker School in Hobart.
On leaving school John took up a five-year apprenticeship in Commercial Art with the Hobart firm
of lithographic printers Cox Kay Pty. Ltd., attending night school at Hobart Technical College where
he gained the Certificate of Commercial Art in 1955.
1956–59: John went back to England and worked as a graphic designer in the sales promotion
department of Lyons Ice Cream company in Hammersmith, London. He studied typography under
Tom Eckersley and Derek Birdsall at London College of Printing between August 1958 and July
1959, and recalled this time as ‘the most wonderful experience’.
1959–1963: On returning to Australia John gained employment with World Record in the first studio at 330 Flinders Lane, Melbourne.
May 1963: John left World Record to take the position of Lecturer in Graphic Design/Visual
Communication at South Australian School of Art in Adelaide.
August 1964: John married Swiss kindergarten teacher Rosemarie Ernst in 1964. They have two children, one, Andrew is a sound engineer, the other, Rachael, is a graphic designer. As they say ‘the
apple doesn’t fall far from the tree’.
1993: John remained at SASA in the position of Senior Lecturer, Course Co-ordinator until his retirement in 1993.
John Copeland prepared artwork and illustrations for a large number of sleeve designs in his four
years at World Record, some, notably, were reproduced in Haughton James’ book Commercial Art,
1963. Examples of his work were also published in ‘Graphis Annual’ [1969, 1973, 1978] and
‘Graphis Posters’ [1979].
He produced a series of stamps for Australia Post including the 1973 National Development Series
and the 1974 Centenary of Universal Postal Unions and also contributed a wide range of designs
for book covers, wine labels, logos and theatre programmes in a long and successful career in
design.
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Fig:75
Three sylistically different sleeve designs by John Copeland

John Copeland remembers his years at World (1959–63), and the young artists he worked with,
including David Leonard, Bill Sykes and Malcolm Binding:
“I arrived in Melbourne in August 1959, almost broke and desperate for work, after studying
Graphic Design at the London College of Printing during the previous two years.
My folio, which contained examples of design work for brochures, packages, stationery, advertisements, book covers, menus and posters, was carted around to various Melbourne advertising
agencies and studios. It also included a ‘rough’ I had done for an LP recording of the rag-time music
of the popular English pianist Winifred Atwell. When Arthur Leydin saw this design he immediately suggested that I should contact Geoff Digby at World Record and show him my work.
I made an appointment to see Geoff Digby in his studio on the third floor of 330 Flinders Lane.
He must have liked my folio as he offered me a job there and then.
The studio at Flinders Lane made an instant impression on me. The first thing I saw on entering
was a large reproduction of a voluptuous Modigliani nude; various pieces of Grant Featherstone furniture [now design icons] were scattered about and to complete the effect of the ‘trendy’ art studio
a large green rubber plant dominated the room. The air was thick with cigarette smoke; it seems that
everyone smoked in those days, including myself.
To begin with I worked mostly on the World Record Club magazine, a fairly modest, low-budget
publication, the layout and design was already fixed so I found this work rather uninspiring. I wasn’t entrusted with any sleeve design work at first, but in time, after I had proved myself and with
Geoff’s encouragement I was given the freedom to work on some exciting projects.
When I first began at World Record the in-house designer was the somewhat eccentric, but very
talented David Leonard. He could draw almost anything without effort, and design came easily to
him. An odd, and rather, wild character, Leonard could also be very amusing, and I greatly admired
his work and his drawing ability.
Not long after I had started at World Record the young Tasmanian designer Bill Sykes was added
to the studio. He had been working in the design studio at the ABC in Melbourne, had got fed up
with it, and came across to WRC.
Bill was a truly decent fellow, but was afflicted with a ‘wanderlust’. He would just disappear and
‘go bush’, more often than not without telling anyone where he was going. He was what today
would be described as a ‘greenie’, with a hatred of the cities and a love of nature. He often wandered back to the coastal beaches of his native Tasmania.
In a studio with tight production schedules, and deadlines for sleeve designs that had to be out
on time, Bill’s wandering spirit was anathema to Geoff Digby, and put a lot of pressure on the rest
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Fig:76
Sleeve design and illustration by Bill Sykes
for ‘Glinka, Rimsky-Korsakov’. This art was
used several times, long after Sykes had
moved to Sydney where he took a position
in the design studio at the Australian
Broadcasting Commission

Fig:77
Illustrated cover design by Bruce Petty, ,
who has become a highly influential freelance political cartoonist and animator in
Australian media

Fig:78
Ilustration by newspaper artist Wally
Driscoll. Driscoll’s illustrations were also
regularly reproduced in Australian Post

of us. One day Bill simply disappeared. Even his house-mates and his girl-friend had no idea where
he had gone. He had just taken off leaving half-finished artwork on his desk in the studio. We naturally expected that he had gone back to Tassie, but several years later I learned that he had turned
up at the ABC studios in Sydney.
Guus van der Heyde, a Dutchman who had just completed his graphic design studies in Holland,
was the next young designer to be appointed to the studio. Not an illustrator like Leonard or Sykes,
van der Heyde’s passion was photography and he did some excellent work with this medium. He
held very firm ideas on design and contemporary typography and had a predeliction for the use of
lower case letters rather than capitals in his designs.
At that time the studio personnel was quite large: John Catmull, who had been with Geoff almost
since the beginning, and Judy Kermode worked mainly on Club publications and did not design
record covers; Bruce Mathews was production manager, Maurice Chippendale his assistant manager; Rhana Bolan was typist (and chief coffee-maker); and Roberta (later van der Heyde) was involved
with office management and production scheduling. We just about lived on coffee and
cigarettes.
Around 1961 another gifted young illustrator joined the studio team. Malcolm Binding was a great
admirer of the American illustrator Jerome Snyder and his work shows the influence of the American
style. This is not to take anything away from Malcolm who had great original talent but the influence was there never-the-less.
World Record also employed the talents of a number of first-class ‘outsiders’; freelancers who did
some great work for the studio. It is amazing how many really good designers did work at that time
for World Record. They weren’t highly paid but everyone was happy to do the work because of the
freedom and encouragement given them by Geoff Digby. I feel sure that all were proud of what they
produced even it it didn’t make much money out of it for them.
When I started working at World Record in 1959 I was paid about £15 per week. When I left in
1963 I was earning twice that. Freelancers were paid the same amount, £15, for presentation colour
art and the same for camera-ready black-and-white ‘finished’ art work.
Some of the freelancers that I remember who worked for the studio while I was at World Record
were: Lance Stirling, Max Robinson, Alex Stitt, Martin Pollard, Bruce Petty and Wally Driscoll [all
great names in Australian graphic design and illustration]. Bill Poole at the Smith & Julius commer-
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cial art studio was sometimes engaged to prepare finished, or ‘camera ready’ art; the young Robert
Rozetsky was a talented calligrapher and hand-letterer as was John Ashenhurst.
One peculiarity of World Record Club was that the designers or illustrators name was never
acknowledged on the sleeves and all designs remained quite anonymous. Few designers today
would agree to this restriction. One other thing that may seem strange was that the designers never
had the opportunity to listen to the music before designing a sleeve. There was never any music
playing in the studio either. To spend valuable working time sitting in a listening booth was simply
‘not on’.
Designers relied on the liner notes written by staff editors Alex Berry or Harvey Blanks for inspiration, We would first get a verbal description from either Alex or Harvey, and Geoff might also suggest an approach to the design.
Harvey was an old newspaper journalist from way back who often lunched with his old mates.
We presumed that a fair amount of alcohol was consumed at these lunches, and although I saw
Harvey drunk it was not advisable to ask about music in the afternoons; his descriptions could get
extremely fanciful and often quite bizarre; it was far better to tackle him in the morning.
During my time at World Record nearly all of the covers were printed at the Griffin Press in
Adelaide. An off-shoot of the Adelaide ‘Advertiser’ Newspapers the printing works were located
behind the ‘Advertiser’ offices and the presses in King William Street opposite the Town Hall. Griffin
later moved to the suburb of Netley.
Griffin set the sleeve notes using both ‘Monotype’ and ‘Linotype’ hot-metal type-setting machines.
Their setting was very good, rarely any ‘typos’ or ‘literals’ (as we called spelling mistakes) although
at that time they didn’t have the newer, fashionable fonts like Helvetica and their setting usually
allowed too much space between words, but in all other respects they were very good printers.
Printing in another state was not always convenient when the design work was produced in
Melbourne. In the days before computer setting, email, faxes, digital cameras or mobile phones getting things back and forth required careful planning. I can remember a few occasions when we had
a taxi double-parked in narrow Flinders Lane while I rushed to complete a complicated piece of finished art. I would then pack it up, rush down the stairs and give the parcel to the taxi driver who
would then rush it out to Essendon to put it on the evening TAA flight to Adelaide.
After I had left the studio in 1963 to take up a position as Lecturer in Graphic Design at the South
Australian School of Art, the office moved out to Hartwell, above Hayward’s Printing Works. Most
covers were then printed ‘in-house’, which, apart from saving money, probably saved the designers
from a lot of unnecessary stress as well.
In my time the majority of covers were designed to be printed in only one, two or three colours.
One of the colours had to be black so that the sleeve notes could also be in black. Full-colour was
reserved for those records which a large number of sales were expected, usually for recordings of
successful stage shows, which were released through World Record Light Music Club. In all my time
there I only ever designed three full-colour sleeves.
I enjoyed the time I spent at World Record. I learnt a lot about design, typography, printing and
production. I also enjoyed seeing the work of so many truly talented graphic designers.
Designing record covers for 12 inch (30cm) LP recordings provided a wonderful outlet for creative graphic designers. The designs allowed for a visual interpretation of the music and a welldesigned cover could really enhance a listener’s enjoyment of the music. I have always believed that
an original, attractive cover design or illustration should also be a ‘mini’ work of art”. [Copeland, J.
2008]
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Fig:79
Three sleeve designs with photographs by Guus van der Heyde. The lower sleeve shows staff artist John Catmull, in costume at the
Melbourne docks for Guus’s image for ‘Three Penny Opera and Irma La Douce’. Sleeve design and photograph by Guus van der Heyde for
‘Music from the Welsh Mines’. This photograph was shot in the manger’s office with a delivery man from the typesetters Dudley King as the
model. Geoff Digby and Guus van der Heyde blew cigarette smoke into the miner’s lamp to create the effect

Guus Van Der Heyde was born in Amsterdam. He spent some years in Indonesia, Singapore and
Switzerland before returning to the Netherlands to complete his secondary, and tertiary education,
graduating with a BA in Advertising — Photography major. Guus was the first graduate to be awarded a major in photography by the Academy of Art, Arnhem, the Netherlands.
After graduation he worked for a number of different printing companies, both in England and
Switzerland, before migrating to Australia in 1960.
On his arrival in Melbourne, with his folio under his arm, Guus did the usual round of doorknocking advertising agencies, looking for his first Australian job. He met Eric Maguire, art director
at NAS Walker Robertson Maguire who, after seeing the content of Guus’s folio, immediately made
an appointment for him to see World Record Club art director Geoff Digby the next day—in Guus’s
own word—‘the rest is history’.
After this first meeting Guus van der Heyde had his first job in Australia:
“Geoff Digby offered me a job straight away, a month probation, £16 a week, and gave me my first
record cover to design.
I remember the title clearly: ‘Choral Classics’. Had it not been for John Copeland’s help, instructing me how to deal with the typo calculations for the reverse side of the sleeve I would have
promptly missed the deadline for my first cover.
Apart from John Copeland the other designers in the studio were David Leonard, a superb illustrator; John Catmull and Yolanda Kalkoen, a fellow Nederlander who did most of the finished art for
the monthly newsletters and some jacket designs for the children’s label.
The Flinders Lane office was a bustling environment with the bosses Terence Cresswell-George,
John Day and Cyril Fisher; writers Jenny Phillips, John Pinkney and Harvey Blanks all falling over
one another in a semblence of administration, editing and production to meet a tight and unforgiving monthly schedule.
An enormous amount of design work, illustration and photography was pushed through the studio in those days and it is extraordinary to consider how much of that work, produced in what often
seemed like a frenzied rush of activity, still stands up well against today’s discerning aesthetic.
It was not before long that Geoff Digby became very aware of my love affair with photography
and gave me every opportunity to use my own photographs and to also work with Melbourne’s celebrated fashion photographer Athol Shmith on photographic assignments whenever possible—for
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Fig:80
Sleeve designs by Guus van der Heyde for ‘Mozart: Symphony No.35’, ‘Beethoven: Symphony No.4, Michael Rabin: Mosaics’

me this was a fabulous experience. On several occasions Geoff even commandeered the WRC
boardroom, turned it into a basic photographic studio, so I was able, under his direction, to take
some interesting shots using professional models. Occasionally we even ‘shang-hayed’ some of our
really good-looking staff members to pose for future sleeve designs. Looking back on all this now
—what a dream job that all actually was.
John [Copeland] and I both lived in Fitzroy Street in St. Kilda at that time. John had a small flat,
while I had a room in a boarding-house looking out over the beach. Nearly every morning, without fail, John and I were late and had to race each other to St Kilda station to catch a red-rattler in
a desperate attempt to be in the Flinders Lane studio on time, have our first coffee with a jam biscuit—our breakfast—fill the studio up with cigarette and pipe smoke, study one of the secretary’s
beautiful legs while she paraded through the studio, before actually starting on our first job for the
day, under the reproachful eyes of Morris Chippendale, while production manager Bruce Matthews
was doing his morning exercises pretending to be the best fast bowler in the land using a screwedup piece of paper for a cricket ball.
It was Bruce, who decided to introduce me to the Australian sporting life. During Geoff Digby’s
absence from the studio he initiated me not only in some of the finer points of Australian Rules
Football but after work also proceeded to thrash the hell out of me on the St Kilda squash courts.
While employed by the WRC I had also the opportunity, during an unexpected visit to my home
country, to visit not only my old art school to give a talk to the students there but to visit the art studio at the headquarters of Philips in Eindhoven as well where I hoped to pick up some freelance
jacket design work during my stay in Holland.
I had taken along samples of my own designs and some of David Leonard’s and John Copeland’s
work to show. Once they saw what we were doing in Australia it almost created a riot because the
few designers they had working there all wanted to migrate immediately to Melbourne and work
for WRC. They had never heard of, nor seen, such a free and creative approach to sleeve design
before.
Philips at that time had very strict design rules which did not allow for much imagination. A few
years later all that had changed, but at the time it clearly brought home to me once again what a
unique hub of creativity and design opportunities this rather small studio in Australia really was”.
[Van Der Heyde, G. 2008]
1960: It was at World Record Club that Guus he met his future wife Roberta and they married in
1960, only twelve months after he had started work in the studio. The ensuing 45 years were spent
bringing up, together with his wife Roberta, a wonderful family of three children, while experienc-
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ing a fascinating and challenging career in advertising as a graphic designer/photographer, and in
tertiary education as senior lecturer and Director of International Studies at RMIT.
After World, 1963: After leaving WRC Guus and Roberta set up their own freelance design and photography business, designing book covers, posters, brochures and general publicity material for
local and international companies and advertising agencies.
Clients inluded: Mobil Oil, Kraft Australia, Anti-Cancer Council, RMIT University, Manpower Pty.
Ltd., The Sigma Pharmaceutical Co., St. Vincent’s Hospital, Ingersoll Rand, Miles Laboratories Aus.
Pty. Ltd., Onga Pumps Pty. Ltd, United Nations Postal Administration, Sovereign Hill–Ballarat,
Applied Chemicals Pty. Ltd., Keilor Council, Small Business Development Corporation, The Keating
Printing Group, Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., and the Council of Adult Education.
Mid-sixties: At the request of RMIT University, Guus started sharing his industrial experience with
students at the Faculty of Art and Design, becoming more and more involved with the process of
educating young adults while still maintaining a free-lance design business, regularly exhibiting his
photographic work as well as presenting photography workshops at the Council of Adult Education
for many years.
1996: After officially retiring from University life, and the local advertising industry in 1996, Guus
and Roberta established a consultancy company—‘Infinite Resources Pty. Ltd’— marketing
Australian art, design and multi-media education in South East Asia, Europe, USA and Canada with
RMIT University being a major client.
2003: Although fully retired since 2003 Guus was, until 2007, still marginally involved with RMIT’s
Scientific Photography Department.
As residents of the Mornington Peninsula for many years Guus and Roberta are actively involved
with the community and its cultural life. Guus gives his time as a fine-art tour-guide at the
Mornington Peninsula Regional Gallery and the McClelland Gallery and Sculpture Park in
Langwarrin, where he is also researching the local history and influence of the McClelland family
and Frankston’s early art communities; Roberta actively participates in community work through her
involvement with Red Cross as the Mornington Peninsula Convenor of TeleCross.
Through his involvement with the Peninsula and McClelland galleries Guus continues to pursue
his personal interests in continuing-education, the study of art history, drawing/painting, and photography—all enduring passions that have not diminished even though it is now almost 50 years
since he walked away from the Academy of Arnhem, headed out to the antipodes and knocked on
Digby’s door.
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The second wave.
Swinburne and more.
Keith McMenomy recalls a year at World, 1963–64:
“World Record was one of several times in a 35 year design
career where I took a sabbatical for an unusual challenge, or
experience not available in mainstream advertising.
In late 1963 or the beginning of 1964 I left a view overlooking the Paris end of Collins Street, at McCann Erickson, to lose
myself in the old warehouse and rag-trade area below Elizabeth
Street at 330 Flinders Lane where the very popular
discount/mail order company World Record Club had been
operating for four or more years. I was 20 years old at the time.

Fig:81
Magazine cover design by Keith McMenomy.
Keith is the male ‘model’ in this shot

The quality of design work, record covers, librettos, club magazines, flyers etc., was very impressive and I had been told it
was a good working atmosphere. Geoff Digby had commissioned many top designers in Melbourne and his friendly and
relaxed manner was welcoming and supportive. I wanted to be
a part of that 'scene' and to learn from it.
The offices were on the third of four storeys in a Victorian
office/warehouse building, a dark but interesting old place with
wooden stairs, creaky goods lift and trays of Ratsak on each
floor landing. It was not open to the public so no attempt was
made to put on a glamourous front.

Fig:82
Record label for the sub-label Young World
designed by Keith McMenomy

The studio, so-called, was one large room at the rear of the
building with little daylight, yet we all rattled around happily
enough very much obsessed with our work. John Catmull, second to Geoff, working mostly on the magazines, and Wal
Nankervis was production manager. I am not sure if Winston
Thomas was on staff or freelance. He regularly spent time working in there. Freelance designers like Alex Stitt, David Leonard,
Bob Haberfield and photographer Henry Talbot, would drift in
and out delivering or picking up work.

To those of us who were employed in the early days the Club’s most exciting times were there in
Flinders Lane, opposite the old studios of Helmet Newton and Henry Talbot. It was a colourful
inner-city location within walking distance of the bigger galleries, bookshops, antique dealers,
libraries and museums, restaurants and pubs.
There was a great camaraderie among us all. Geoff Digby was always in suit and tie – with briefcase—but allowed casual ground rules for all of us. Geoff Digby had a second job at the same time,
as Art Director of the small city agency, K.M. Campbell. Although always supportive and encouraging, he would drift in for a half day to delegate and then disappear, leaving us all to get on with it.
Even though there was little supervision we happily put in long hours. Everything was done on a
shoe-string budget, so we took our own photographs, did our own type specifications, and produced our own finished art, as well as our design roughs—photography, linocuts, photo line-conversions, scraperboards, illustrations, calligraphy—all were part of the repertoire.
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Fig:83
Three sleeve designs by Keith McMenomy for ‘More Charlie Barnett’, ‘Blues Hoot’ and ‘Funky Twelve-String Guitar’

Most sleeves were printed in two-colours, to stretch the limit we would overlap art to achieve
three colours, or offset images to achieve duotone effects, always testing printer Ernie Hayward’s
patience to the limit.
In 1964, the year the Beatles visited Australia, a new Managing Director John Day, moved everybody out to Burwood Road Hartwell in the depths of suburbia. Some of the ‘Flinder’s Lane magic’
seemed to vanish when we landed in the bland cream-brick offices above Ernie Hayward’s printing
works near the junction of Burwood and Toorak Roads.
Nevertheless, the high standard of work continued. In the same year ‘Young World’ was launched,
appealing to the Pop, Jazz and Blues market. I designed the first few sleeves—including ‘Rod
McKuen’, ‘Kingston Trio’, ‘Funky 12 String Guitar’ [right fig: 83] and I think a Blues album with
Lightnin’ Hopkins, Brownie Maghee and Sonny Terry [Blues Hoot shown centre fig: 83].
To save a model fee John Catmull and Geoff roped me in, and I ended up on the Young World
logo and the cover of World Record News with two attractive young girls. After that I was wryly
dubbed—the ‘face’ of young world. After almost two years in the studio I was getting ‘square eyes’
from the record cover formats, and two-colour printing limit, I decided that it was time to move on.
Looking back, however, the interlude at WRC was invaluable. I did the best work I could at the time
and worked with some human treasures.
I was lured to advertising again but my equal passions remained graphics, illustration, photography and I could contribute copy ideas if needed. This versatility gave me more variety and added
value to employers. Throughout my career, in between advertising design and art direction for print
and TV I devoted part of my time to graphic design of packaging, print, brochures, posters, point-of
sale.
My second agency and position after WRC in 1965 was BCJP–Foote, Cone & Belding (formerly
Briggs & James) in Latrobe Street opposite one side of police headquarters. It was also several doors
from the Grant Featherston showroom, Latrobe Studios and Arthur Leydin’s studio in Latrobe court
behind the agency. I joined Rob Hall, Estelle Karanges, Margarethe, ‘Gretel’ Neilson, working under
legendary R. Haughton ‘Jimmy’ James and Art Director Russell Lee. The latter were prominent creative talents at the time.
From them all I gained valuable art direction and design experience and recall working with a
variety of clients including Western Mining, HSV7, Nicholas Marigny cosmetics, and with photographer Brian Brandt on some swish Gas & Fuel 24 sheet posters. In what would seem anathema to
the trendy, computerised studios of today Jimmy would get a model in for life drawing on
Wednesday afternoons. On those rare occasions when there was a lull in activity, like naughty kids
we would slip out the side door, across the alley into the snug of the Court House Hotel.
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In about 1966 I moved to NAS, off Queens Road, to work for another notable partnership, Eric
Maquire, Barbara Robertson and Ron Walker. Among the accounts were VW, Dulux, Monsanto,
Wunderlich and Hardboards Australia building products. Here I was able to commission illustration
from Wes Walters and work with a variety of photographers.
After a year or two another sabbatical followed as I completed the draft for a book on Ned Kelly
I had been working on since college.
George Pattersons followed. It was considered a conservative company but was well run by very
astute, decent people like MD Dick Cudlipp, so I stayed three years! There I worked with creative
directors Ian Blain and Alex Dumas on the more interesting accounts for GM, Prestige, Tootal,
Maglia and others. Next, Bill Gent hired me to work at Clemengers where I stayed for 8 years,
between 1971–79. I suppose the duration of time in each company indicated opportunity and conditions. Here I was made a company director, treated very generously and did some good work on
ANZ Bank, Sitmar Cruises, John Crundell and Sutex, United Distillers, Timkin and others.
The next four years, 1979–83, was spent at MCR-Compton Saachi, headed then by Peter Clarke
and Frank Ralph. My work on AEG, ANA, GTV9 with writers Tony Fisher and Tom McFarlane was
great fun. Here too I was made a company director. My last agency was Grey Advertising, Sydney,
where I stayed ten years, 1985–95. Most of that time was spent working with creative director Garry
Murphie on South African Airways, Sanitarium, Faber Castell, Old Spice, Playtex, Proctor &
Gamble, Canon.
Each company was a particular challenge, different mix of staff and clients, varying conditions of
offices and studios; each a distinct story in itself. I experienced so many different working cultures,
working with many hundreds of people in Melbourne, Sydney and Cambridge, with a number of
short working visits to BBDO and Grey offices in London, Amsterdam, Tokyo, Los Angeles and New
York between 1977–95.
During this period gained two Melbourne Art Director’s Club Awards and five Australian Writer’s
and Art Director’s Awards in 1983 and 1986 and two Clio Awards in 1981, and 1987”. [McMenomy,
K. 2008]
Personal biographical details:
1943: Born Heidelberg, Victoria.
1962: Graduated from Swinburne with two diplomas, one in advertising design and the other in
illustration.
1966: Married Kay Jewell in 1966. Together established a grazing property at Wallan East, 19701980, commuting to work in Melbourne.Three children, Sean, Michael and Kate born (now Sean,
photographer, based in London, Michael, sound designer, based Sydney, Kate, designer and retailer, based in Melbourne).
1963–83: With exception of 18 months taken off for writing and travel, worked at Melbourne
advertising agencies.
1983–84: Travelled to Europe, worked as head designer for Optimus Design, Cambridge.
1985–95: Resettled in Sydney, working for Grey advertising until 1995.
1984: Ned Kelly book published Currey O'Neil, republished by Hardie Grant 2000, 2003.
1990: In 1987 resumed tertiary studies part-time at University of Technology Sydney, gained MA
in 1990, sharing Rothman's Award.
1990–95: Lectured part-time in UTS Postgraduate Design studies.
1995: Retired from Grey Sydney to concentrate on doctoral studies at University of Sydney.
Completed in 2000 with thesis on Design values.
2000: K & K retired to resume farming in Southern Highlands, N.S.W.
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Graeme Moore was the longest serving member of the World
Record studio alumni. He began as layout artist with responsibility, primarily, for the design of the promotional material in 1964 and finished
as art director eighteen years later, after new management decided to
close down the studio and the printing shop.
Graeme recalls his years at World, and how he got there:
“I had started work in 1953 as a Junior Commercial Artist with the
Melbourne advertising agency The Paton Advertising Service, which was
at 98 Collins Street. A few years later they moved into their own building in Albert Road, off St. Kilda Road near the Shrine.
Almost a decade later, and no longer a junior, I moved to work at HR
McCann Erickson, an offshoot of the big American Agency; their office
brought me back to Collins Street at number 20.
Fig:84
Photographic portrait of the studio artist
Graeme Moore

After two years at McCann I wanted to move to work in their design
group in Sydney. By the time everything was arranged I had changed my
mind. Keith McMenomy had also been working at McCann and had left to go to work at World
Record. I was keen to follow. When I heard that World Record was advertising for two new artists,
one to design record covers, the other to design brochures, I applied and got the job designing the
brochures. Swinburne graduate, and class-mate of Keiths, Tony Ward got the other. He replaced
Keith and I replaced John Catmull.
Geoff Digby left when new management wanted him to work full-time and copywriter Bill Hawtin
took over running the studio for the next two years until a better offer came along. I became art
director and remained in that position until the studio was disbanded in 1978.
We produced so much in that studio, and this book has been a great opportunity to revisit the
work from so long ago , and I am still proud of what was produced — all in the days before computers controlled design. I remember that World bought an IBM composer around 1971[the first
operator was Theresa Bull]. As all of the catalogues were pretty tight for space I still had to have the
type photoset outside or else copy would have had to have been cut drastically. IBM typesetting was
very spacy.
The designs went through different stages and towards the end [due to developing retail markets
and the competitive economics of the recording industry] they weren’t always as strong as in the
early years, although there was still some very good work done. There was a strange period where
the company began economising by preprinting
colour borders, filling in the standard format with
a picture in the middle and overprinting the text. It
was quite possible to have the one release with
covers having different coloured backgrounds,
depending on the length of the print-run and the
supply, and variety, of the pre-printed sheets.
While some of the designs were effective overall it
really was a period to forget.
Even though I had been initially employed to do
the brochure designs, I also did do quite a lot of
covers. I used a lot of my own original photographs, of flowers etc. You were never out of things

Fig:85
Program cover designed by Graeme Moore.
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Fig:86
Sleeve designs by Graeme Moore

to do in the World Record studio as there was an unending list of covers to design, along with the
brochures, programmes, order forms and general advertising.
In the old letterpress days there was a period when the company was buying paintings and printing them in full-colour, spreading the cost by using the blocks on both World Record and Record
Society releases. The manager, John Day, bought three of my own works from an exhibition of collages I had with friends in the old Argus Gallery, on the corner of Elizabeth Street and La Trobe
Streets. One of these was used on the cover of the World Record Club’s ‘Walton: Symphony No. 1’
and used again for the Record Society release of Rousell.
As an example of the robust atmosphere in the studio and the, often badgering, influence of the
writers Harvey Blanks, Alex Berry and James Murdoch, Geoff Digby was going to use some existing blocks of an English Church on the Walton and Harvey wasn’t very impressed with that at all.
In the midst of a vigorous discussion between Geoff and Harvey, and anyone else within earshot,
Harvey spun around and gestured flambouyantly towards a painting sitting in the studio. ‘There’s
the perfect picture for your Walton”, he announced pointing straight at my picture. He didn’t know
that it had been done by me. I was very pleased to have my artwork join the ranks of Albert Tucker
and Charles Blackman, and the others, reproduced on those expensive, full-colour, album covers.
Unfortunately the opportunity to do the original and creative design work gradually disappeared
until in the end most of the sleeves were printed from original film provided by EMI and Deutsche
Grammaphon”. [Moore, G. 2008]
After World, 1982–2001: Graeme worked for a number of years with Regency Recordings until they
too decided not to do any more of their own designs. He continued as print room manager until he
retired in 2001.
Graeme has had a long-lasting love affair with amateur theatre and acted as publicity director for
the Malvern Theatre for ten years until his retirement in 2006. He continues to design: a few CDs,
a monthly newsletter for The Victorian Drama League, and for the theatre: set designs, directing and
occasionally treading the boards himself.
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Fig: 23

Fig:88
Sleeve design and illustration by Tony Ward ‘The Sounds of Stephen Foster’

Tony Ward worked in the studio at World Record Club between 1965

Fig:87
WRC Monthly News Magazine article
introducing staff designer Tony Ward

and 1966. He was one in a long line of Swinburne graduates whose talents were put to good use on many distinctive cover designs. Taught at
Swinburne by the Bauhaus-inspired Ian McNeilage, out-of-advertising Bob
Francis and the charismatic, aesthete Brian Robinson, Tony combined the
modernism of the one school with the exuberance of the other and developed his own decorative ‘pop’ vision.
He remembers the sophisticated life at Swinburne under the guiding
hands of head-of-school Laurie Pendlebury, and lecturers McNeilage,
Francis and Robinson after he became an art student at Hawthorn at the
age of sixteen. Apart from the challenging projects the students were working on, the constantly changing displays of their work and the camaraderie
and competition between them all, including at that time several others
who also left their mark at World Record, he remembers his introduction
to a world of art that reached beyond the drawing-board:
‘A list of ‘films to see this week’ was posted for students and it was customary to move on for after-school drinks and music at Brian Robinson’s
home on Thursday evenings. Swinburne Art School students of this period
unknowingly signed up for a total immersion in contemporary culture that
had a lasting impact on their lives’.5

A cutting from World Record News [fig: 87] referring to an exhibition held by Tony Ward at the
Stagecoach Gallery in 1966, is one of the very rare incidents where a World Record Club artist
was identified. The highly decorative, ‘pop’ flavoured work on exhibition showed all the cultural
influences of the Swinburne-style, and especially of lecturer Brian Robinson, at that time, and
were in evidence in most of the work he created for World Record [fig: 88].
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Fig:89
Graphic illustrations by Tony Ward
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After Swinburne Tony worked for a short time in the studio of the ABC, then as designer and art
director at Orpin–Bourne, a small design and photography studio. He started work at World Record
at the same time as Graeme Moore, replacing his art school contemporary Keith McMenomy who
had left to go back to advertising. Both Keith and Tony had shared the same influences and had a
similar decorative style, referring to Victorian cartouches and embellishments. This influence was
never more in evidence than in Tony’s exhibition of richly-patterned paintings and papier-maché figures held at The Stagecoach Gallery in Queen’s Road, Melbourne in 1966 [the invitation to this exhibition is shown in the centre of fig: 89, above]. Margaret Garlick, art critic for The Age, observed ‘it
is pleasing to find the exhibition of a young artist, Tony Ward…showing that new forms can be lyrical, and that art can also be light-hearted’.
After World, 1966: Tony left WRC in 1966. He did his year at Teacher’s College and then started
teaching at Prahran Technical College (now Swinburne University Faculty of Design). Winston
Thomas was also working there at that time.
Travels through Asia: Tony spent two years travelling through Asia, the Middle East and on to
Europe before returning to Australia and joining with several of his former students from Prahran in
the establishment of the iconic, irreverent and profoundly influential studio All Australian Graffiti*.
Asia, again, 1983: After Graffiti and some part-time teaching at Prahran, Tony took the position of
associate creative director at Ogilvy and Mather in Bangkok, where worked for the next six years.
Back to Oz: Tony returned to Australia and began teaching in 1990, this time at what was Victoria
College on the Prahran Campus. This eventually became part of Swinburne University—and he was
right back where he started.
After more than forty years Tony continues the legacy of the major influences he had when he was
a student, expecting his students to also sign up for a total immersion in contemporary culture, his
influence on them as profound as Robinson’s on him.
* All Australian Graffiti was an influential Melbourne based studio which opreated in the 1980s.
Tony Ward, Mimmo Cozzolini, Con Aslanis, Issi Marmur, Geoff Cook and others created an irreverant ‘ocker’ style of graphic design and illustration that appropriated Australian icons and welded
them ‘graphically’ into the migrant experience. Their studio symbol was Kevin Pappas — a halfgreek, half-Kangaroo down-under ‘wog’ centaur for the antipodes.

Fig:90
Studio artist Geoff Hocking at the desk in
the Hartwell studio.
Photographed by by Graeme Moore

Fig:91
Sleeve design by Geoff Hocking for ‘Country
Style. Dermot O’Brien and The Club Men’

Fig:92
Sleeve design by Geoff Hocking for ‘British
Piano Music of The Twentieth Century’

Geoff Hocking was born in the central Victorian goldfields city of Bendigo on 6 February 1947.
His early years reads like a litany of goldfields nomenclature —with beginnings in Chum Street, he
went to Specimen Hill Primary School, then Golden Square Primary. His secondary education was
at the Bendigo Technical school in Hargreaves Street, then on to the Bendigo School of Mines, as it
was then known, later renamed Bendigo Technical College where he studied Advertising Art under
the tutillage of the painter Bill Delecca and the graphic artist, printmaker, turned painter Geoff La
Gerche.
1966–67: Geoff’s first job on graduation was in the studio at World Record. He remembers his time
at World, and the artists who wandered in and out of the studio:
“The only place I wanted to work was at World Record. However I didn’t think I had any chance at
all of getting a job in that studio. After college I did the rounds of all the studios looking for work
in advertising, printers or newspapers. As I had won a major student prize offered by The Sun newspaper while still in college, I had an interview with Les Mason, and the chance of a job at a printers called Meteor Press, but luckily, the day I lugged my bright orange vinyl-covered folio up the
stairs at Hartwell Tony Ward had announced that he was leaving to go to Teacher’s College.
I had a lot of drawings, sketches of old buildings (the influence of La Gerche who had studied at
Caulfield under Kenneth Jack) and quite a few album covers in my folio and although I was not
offered a job immediately Geoff Digby gave me an opportunity, at that first meeting, to design a
cover for him. The cover was for an Irish Country-Folk album called ‘Country Style – Dermott
O’Brien and The Club Men’[fig: 91]. I really had no idea what to do next, so I went back home to
Bendigo and panicked.
Type-setting was my biggest problem. We hadn’t been taught how to cast off type, so I counted
up the individual letters on the typewriter-written copy sheet, then found an article with a typeface
I could use and counted out the same number of letters. From there I knew how much space the
text would cover. I marked up the copy. It fitted. That was my first lesson in typesetting from hotmetal, and one not readily forgotten.
Before I had driven back down to Melbourne with my artwork I had a message from Geoff Digby
to contact him; my parents didn’t have the phone on at that stage so I think Geoff rang my dad, who
worked in Myers Bendigo, and I was subsequently offered Tony’s chair.
I don’t think I had ever seen designs like Tony’s before. He had plundered old engravings, and did
funky drawings for the WRC News, NZ edition, which had been his and was now my responsibili-
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ty. Luckily the filing cabinets were filled with plenty of the same pictorial material, at the beginning I simply followed style. The biggest
challenge came as we did the finished art in Melbourne, sent it over to
NZ where they set the type to fit the gaps from the copy which had
been written in Melbourne, and then made the blocks for letterpress
printing. Accurate type-casting was critical. I think I only ever made
one mistake, the first one, and never again.
The studio was very busy all the time. Apart from the designers
Graeme Moore and myself, Geoff Digby – in and out all day, so it

Fig:93
Christmas Program cover designed by Geoff
Hocking featuring paper sculptures created
by the artist

seemed – the production manager Wal Nankervis and the printers running up and down the stairs Geoff had a constant flow of artists bringing in their work: John Catmull would swing by in his white MGA, Bob
Haberfield, Winston Thomas and Tony Ward both still freelanced and
blew in and out in their lunch hour. Winston’s eye roamed over every
desk top, he missed nothing – lifting the protective cover sheets on artworks, peering into drawers, Winston wanted to know what everyone
was doing. We used to hide art from him if we could.

I remember Alex Stitt coming in for the first time, and the young composer George Dreyfus who
blew into the studio quite often like some kind of manic whirlwind. We had visits every day from
printers and platemaker’s reps; the debonairre, sports-car driving, cool-jazz aficionado Geoff
Hughes, manager of Hughes & Sons platemakers, dropped in to Hartwell most mornings on his run
in from his home near Chadstone to his factory in Richmond. Rarely were blocks turned around in
the same day, more often than not they were delivered the next morning by Hughes as he tootled
down Burwood Road on his way to the factory.
In the middle of this milleui we churned out the work. It was really the most exciting studio to
work in partly because the characters who passed through were fascinating, and the legacy of those
who had gone before was a constant challenge. The standard had been well set and we wanted to
come up to the mark at all times.
I remember that after six months at World Record I went up to Geoff Digby and reminded him
that he had said on employing me that I would get a salary review after six months. I asked, and
Geoff replied “You’re not worth any more just yet”. I went back to my desk by the window, still
employed at £16/3/6d a week. I made sure that I was worth it next time I asked’. [Hocking, G. 2008]
After World, 1968–71: A studentship holder through college Geoff left WRC for Toorak Technical
Teacher’s College. He taught art at Burwood Technical School with Kay McMenomy (Keith’s wife)
for one year then was posted to Shepparton. After his marriage to Christine in 1971 the couple
moved to Wangaratta where Geoff taught Design at the Diploma level.
1972–75: With his studentship term acquitted Geoff and Christine hopped on board a charter flight
and headed to London where Geoff had enrolled at the Central School of Art to study in the painting school. On arrival Geoff found that he was to be treated as an international student and would
have to pay full-fees. He was also shocked to discover that his Australian qualifications would not
be recognised by the British system, and even if he was successful at the Central School, even after
paying his fees, he still could not be granted any qualification from there. Disappointed but not dismayed he went in search of a job in advertising.
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Geoff began working as a finished artist in the small studio of London based one-man agency curiously called Cunningham-Hurst Advertising. There was no Cunningham, Hurst just thought it
sounded better that way. The only design opportunities came if Hurst was away on one of his many
long weekends in Majorca. The company moved into the Seven-Dials district near Covent Garden,

and it was there near to the home of English Opera that Geoff felt that he was getting closer to his
music-inspired design roots.
After a few months in the east-end, Geoff landed a job as an Art Director at Music For Pleasure in
1972, a subsidiary of the Paul Hamlyn Publishing Group with close links to EMI, and even to World
Record. The office was in Feltham, Middlesex, some twenty miles out of London near Heathrow.
Geoff took responsibility for the Children’s label, and for a new mid-priced label created to beat
the inflation-busting price-freeze placed on all manufactured goods by the Heath government.
‘Sounds Superb’ was an ‘up-market’ budget label that was branded by Geoff and his first release of
more than twenty albums, largely repackaged Motown albums, burst on to the scene with a multiscreen ‘spectacular’ presentation at the Grosvenor Hotel in 1973.
One record sleeve design from 1973 for some Jimi Hendrix ‘basements tapes’ has turned up
recently on the internet listed among the rare and unusual recordings of an American collector.
Geoff remembers that the film separation work for this full-colour cover, a psychedelic blending of
Hendrix, the star-spangled banner and butterflies was so complex that it blew the studio budget for
a month.
After almost two years at MFP Geoff left to concentrate on book illustration. He had begun freelancing for the Paul Hamlyn publishing arm, which was upstairs in the Feltham office from the
record studio, and an illustrator’s agent had landed him a six-book commission with publisher
Thomas Nelson. He stayed at his make-shift drawing board in his Shepherd’s Bush flat for the next
three months until the entire 384 pages were designed, drawn and delivered.
Work from this period was published in ‘Graphis Annual’ and ‘Modern Publicity’.
Geoff returned to Australia in November 1975 to discover a changed country. After difficulty
securing employment, even teaching was no longer possible, Geoff began to freelance for Australian
publishers and record companies developing a twenty-year relationship with John MacDonald of
Image Records, Ron Tudor at Fable and Sino Guzzardi at Hammard producing sleeve designs for all
three publishers, only this time in an aggressively competitive marketplace.
1976: In 1976 Geoff was employed as a tutor in the Graphic Design department of Swinburne
Institute of Technology, working with Bob Francis as his head of department. Winston Thomas began
lecturing there at about the same time. He remained at Swinburne until 1990, finishing his time
there as Senior Lecturer.
1988: Geoff took the position of Art Director with the Melbourne-based publisher The Five Mile
Press, then still an independent Australian company who remain as his publisher to the present. He
established his own studio within the Five Mile organisation—Geoff Hocking Graphics—which
serviced both the publisher and other clients that he brought with him.
1990: After a couple of years in the office at Smith Street Collingwood Geoff moved once again,
this time back to the central Victorian goldfields where he and Christine opened The Castlemaine
Bookshop.
Over the past two decades Geoff has published more than twenty richly-illustrated books on the
subject of Australian social history, the earlier titles with particular reference to the Victorian goldfields, later books have broached the broader themes of political dissent and social activism.
1995: Geoff took the position of Senior Lecturer, Course Co-ordinator in the Graphic Design
Department of the School of Visual Arts & Design at La Trobe University, Bendigo and remains in
this position to the present..
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Fig:94
Portrait of the studio designer Paul
Cleveland

Paul Cleveland

Fig:95
Sleeve design and illustration by Paul
Cleveland for ‘Stravinsky: The Rite of
Spring’

Fig:96
Sleeve design and illustration by Paul
Cleveland for ‘Brazilian Beat’

graduated from Swinburne in 1972 with a Diploma in Art (Graphic Design).

1972–74: Paul’s first job on graduation was in the studio at World Record.
Paul Cleveland recalls how he got his first job at World Record Club:
“My design career started with World Record Club, while I was in the third year at Swinburne. The
graphics lecturer Bob Francis asked if anyone in the class would be interested in having their work
reviewed with the possibility of employment at WRC.
Not being keen to lug a folio around town I put my hand up, never thinking in a million years I
would be picked. The content of my folio had a heavy European graphic influence, as it was during
that period that I produced a set of 12 woodcuts based on medieval and Egyptian themes. The
blocks for the woodcuts were actually old Swinburne drawing boards from the 1930’s which they
were going to throw away. I believed at the time that the gouges, and the thumbtack holes, could
only add to the quality of the finished product. I actually used a number of them on WRC covers
such as the cover of ‘Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring’ [fig: 95].
I started at WRC in 1972 when I was 20 years old. This was my first experience in working in a
design studio, so the routine took a bit of getting used to. The best way to explain it would be to
describe a typical day. Incredibly you had a four-day week; clock on at 8a.m. and clock off at 6p.m.
In those days I thought WRC must have been very progressive. I lived with my parents in Preston so
travel required two trains which took up to two hours at times. I used to spend that time trying to
think up designs for the 30 or so covers I had to design each month.
The studio at Hartwell was basically one room. Geoff had a PA and a desk down one end and
Graeme, Trisha and I were at the other end. Geoff never arrived to work until about ten, so during
the first couple of hours the PA and Trisha used to compare notes about boy friends, dates and the
last evening’s experiences. Meanwhile Graeme and I were busily trying to get through this months
quota of designs. I use to pick out about ten to spend time on and the others were knocked out as
‘potboilers’.
The production methods were a bit of an eye opener, especially for a ‘newbie’. All cover designs
were printed with only two colours, and bromides and photo-typesetting were kept to a minimum.
Letraset was our primary headline setting tool. Forget any real typographic refinements in terms of
the sleeve notes as they were produced on an IBM golf ball machine where the largest size was 11
point. Theresa Bull, who was a bit like your mother, always giving life advice while looking for the
next winning trifecta operated the IBM machine.
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Fig:97
Sleeve design and illustration by Paul
Cleveland for ‘Elgar Symphonies’

Fig:98
Sleeve design and illustration by Paul
Cleveland for ‘Jacques Loussier Plays Bach’

Fig:99
Sleeve design and illustration by Paul
Cleveland for ‘15 Australian Christmas
Carols’

Staff writer, Harvey Blanks wrote, or adjusted, most of the sleeve notes while I was there. He was
always in a hurry, only dropping in occasionally, through a haze of cigarette smoke, to drop off the
copy.
World Record Club was like an extended family, and I recall that the hours in the day would just
fly. The highlight of each day was the arrival of the printing rep who would bring in the proofs. It
was like unwrapping a birthday present to see the result of something you imagined in colour actually working.
Not everything worked according to plan, every time. As the art for colour printing was all black
and white [you had to imagine how it would work], as a result there was the occasional legibility
problem, type could get lost among the details of an image but it was usually quite easy to fix.
However, I do remember the day we got a letter of complaint from a customer. Geoff called me up
to his table and read this letter which said something about the inappropriate image on the cover
of the album. Now each design was supposed to be quality controlled by Geoff so I suspect he was
wondering what this was all about. The album in question was a re-release of one of Elgar’s
Symphonies which used a photograph of Elgar for the cover [fig: 94]. I had taken the last Elgar cover
design, and used a tightly cropped part of the photo, which only showed his nose and distinctive
handlebar moustache. Close up it only looked like a bunch of blurs, but from five-meters away you
could get the idea [unfortunately not many people read their record-covers from five-meters]. I think
Geoff though it was a bit avant-garde for their demographic so I was warned not to venture into that
territory again.
There was only one other time when I took a bit of a risk. If you look closely at the illustration on
the sleeve for ‘Jacques Loussier Plays Bach’ [fig:98] you will find naked people engaged in various
activities. You do need good eyesight to see it — so I reckoned I was safe.
We were always looking for new design ideas, and the purchase of a wet photocopier for office
work was used as a good way of producing tonal dropout effects for photographs. You can see many
examples of the use of this effect.
Most of my work relied on illustration, and I could mix and match all number of styles. Some of
the artwork was actually done in full colour and then converted to duotone. I only had two opportunities for full colour. One was the ‘Lionel Long - Waltzing Matilda’ cover, the other – ‘15 Australian
Christmas Carols’ [fig: 99].
At one stage the Hartwell building was renovated and the studio moved above a shoe shop. I
remember it was stifling hot in summer, and freezing in winter, yet this was probably my most creative period at WRC.
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The experimentation with two colours resulted in a number of hand separated designs such as the
Britten and Holst illustrations.
I had my 21st birthday while I was at WRC and I recall that Managing Director John Day and Art
Director Geoff Digby threw a party. It was the usual embarrassing affair with speeches and gifts.
John presented me with a personal open cheque. I still have it somewhere — maybe I should cash
it now”. [Cleveland, P. 2008]
After World, 1974-75: My work at WRC provided me with a sound oeuvre for the rest of my career.
Paul left World Record in 1974 to travel in Europe, ending up in London where he worked for an
advertising agency that designed covers for Pye Records. Paul was one of six designers who were
responsible for the marketing of the records, including Roxy Music and Barry Manilow, whose cover
designs were produced by the studio at that time. Paul remembers the pressure the studio was under
to produce designs on command: ‘I don’t think I ever worked as hard as I did there. An account
manager would come up with a brief and demand three different designs in an hour. If you didn’t
have three which were acceptable you were abused. I certainly picked up some slick marker and
hand-lettering skills during my time there’.
1975: On returning to Melbourne Paul discovered that there was a downturn in the WRC studio and
that all covers were now being designed based on a preprint formula. He began working in the marketing department of The Age newspaper, which like WRC had become another haven for
Swinburne graduates.
1977: Paul moved to Queensland and managed a number of design studios before he entered academia.Always intrigued with computers and how they could be used in design Paul became a partner in one of the first digital design studios in Brisbane. In the new world of computer aided design,
at that time, the studio employed more programmers than creatives.
1992: He entered the University system in Queensland in 1992 and was soon heavily involved in
the development of digital design programs.
2004: Paul Cleveland gained a PhD in 2004 with a study on how technology determines design
style. He is currently the Director of the Queensland College of Art, the premier art and design institution in Queensland.

Fig:100
Original finished art by Paul Cleveland for ‘Jacques Loussier Plays Bach’.
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Fig:101
Portrait of the freelance artist Bob
Haberfield

Freelance artist

Fig:102
Sleeve design and photograph by Bob
Haberfield for ‘Tchaikowsky: Pathetique’.

Fig:103
Sleeve design and illustration by Bob
Haberfield for ‘Greig: Peer Gynt’

Robert Haberfield was born in Sydney in 1938.

Bob recalls his introduction to the world of art and design in Melbourne in the fifties:
“The only artist in my family that I know of was my uncle Charlie who was a very fine jeweller’s
engraver; my Nan once told me he engraved the Lord’s Prayer on the head and shaft of a pin! Much
later I did some fairly fine photo-realist painting but nothing matching that. Uncle Charlie was a
fascinating character to me. He would string cotton threads across the garden, and attach small
objects to them, as the thread was virtually invisible it would appear that these objects were suspended in mid air. I would sit with him and contemplate this rather bizarre illusion. I was just a
small boy at the time and I think this was probably my first experience of conceptual creative art.
From about the age of about sixteen I attended night school at Melbourne Tech, doing graphic
design and life drawing, while working during the day in advertising as a layout and design trainee.
Around nineteen-years I studied with Clifton Pugh – who berated me severely for working in advertising! Later on well-known artist Ian Sime introduced me to the work of Roberto Matta and the
abstract surrealists and I was inspired. I began painting and had a couple of exhibitions of the work
I did over this period.
I began freelanceing for World Record in the early 60’s. I had been recommended to art director
Geoff Digby by his brother Brian Digby whom I’d worked for in advertising. I liked the open briefs
from World Record and the opportunity to use varied and mixed techniques: collage, drawing,
graphics, photography and almost any eclectic ideas one could think of.
I remember how popular the various effects attainable from the ‘new’ photocopier in the WRC
studio became. We challenged the results available from standard two-colour printing with duoprints and overprinting to create interesting colours. I remember there was also a big drawer full of
transparent gel colours to place over artworks and photographs, which prompted some unusual
colour relationships. I remember choosing the deep purple-blue over the torn lace curtain image on
the ‘Tchaikowsky: Pathetique’ [fig: 102] in this way. I used the photocopier on my drawing of the
Dance of the Trolls for ‘Peer Gynt’ [fig: 103] to give it a smudgy, textured feel.
There was such a lot of excellent work by many others, I have always remembered Max
Robinson’s very powerful woodcut head of Beethoven; the marvellous drawing for ‘Pagliacci’ by
David Leonard; Lance Stirling’s abstraction of Liszt; and all the work of the very talented Alex Stitt,
who was a year or two ahead of me at school.
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Fig:104
Sleeve design and photograph by Bob Haberfield for ‘Stravinsky: The Firebird Suite’

When I was about twelve-years-old there was a competition at school for plasticine modelling,
I entered a rather drab little racing car. Alex won with a model of a multi-coloured Red Indian
complete with feathered head dress, tomahawk and fierce beaked nose. I was in awe of it — it’s a
wonder I didn’t give up wanting to be an artist right there and then!”
After Australia, Paris 1966: Bob left for Europe in 1966 and lived in Paris for two years working freelance for EMI Pathé Marconi designing record sleeves, again mostly for classical music, again
employing varying methods of working. He produced a number of illustrations for Opera recordings, most memorably the portrait he produced of Maria Callas as Medea.
Then England and on to Wales: In London Bob illustrated book covers alongside a wide variety of
other illustration work. He is now semi-retired and living in the foothills of Snowdonia National
Park, North Wales, still painting, and still listening to classical music”. [Haberfield, R. 2008]
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Fig:105
Portrait of the freelance artist Alex Stitt.
Photograph by Terry Lane

Fig:106
Award-winning sleeve design and illustration by Alex Stitt for ‘Strawinsky:
Petrouchka’

Fig:107
Sleeve design and illustration by Alex Stitt
for ‘Manual De Falla: The Three Cornered
Hat’

‘World Record Club was a remarkable institution.
Designers were eager to receive a commission, prepared to work for low fees
to be able to do creative and interesting work’. – Alex Stitt.
Melbourne-born artist and designer Alex
ers for World Record in the early sixties.

Stitt created some of the most distinctive illustrated cov-

Some say that Alex Stitt ‘was born with a pencil in his hand’. Committed to the world of art and
design from a very early age he even took himself out of Melbourne High School after his first day
there and enrolled himself the next day at South Melbourne Tech after he had missed out on getting
on the roll for the art class. Melbourne High enrolled alphabetically and the art class was already
full by the time they got to S. Another WRC artist Bob Haberfield remembered Alex Stitt at South
Melbourne Tech. Alex was a year ahead of Bob, and he recalled the day when Alex won a modelling competition—beating all-comers with his plasticine Red-Indian, feathered head-dress and all—
including a devastated young Haberfield.
Always attracted to cartooning and animation since he first began to draw, Stitt made one of
Australia’s first animated television commercials for Silver Star Starch in 1957. He met illustrator and
designer Bruce Weatherhead in the animation studios of Channel Nine in Melbourne and in 1964
the pair eventually got together and opened their own studio, appropriately named Weatherhead
and Stitt. They were a powerhouse for innovative design in Melbourne. Their work was full of
humour. Weather-head and Stitt took an irreverent view of the established world yet they were chosen time and time again, by even the most conservative of clients to bring their ‘fresh’ eyes to difficult communication problems.
Together they founded the Jigsaw Factory, which was described as a ‘Disney-free’ magic kingdom
for children. The shop-front in Bridge Road Richmond had two entrances, one a full-sized door for
adults, the second a child sized hole in the wall for kids. They created brightly coloured toys of their
own designs: puzzles, board games, even a cardboard horse that appeared to gallop along when it
was placed on a record player turntable; huge books for tiny kids, fantastically coloured cardboard
castles that kids could construct themselves from flat-packed boxes.
After ten years together — a decade that saw an outpouring of work in their brightly coloured
iconic style: movie posters, advertisements, book covers, film title sequences, even the little ICPOTA
man, a curious character made from the folded pages of The Age newspaper which is still used as
the symbol of the classified pages of the Age today — Bruce Weatherhead and Alex Stitt went their
separate ways. Whereas Bruce Weatherhead continued to work in design and print media, Alex Stitt
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Fig:108
Sleeve design and illustration by Alex Stitt
for ‘Schumann/Franck’

Fig:109
Sleeve design and illustration by Alex Stitt
for ‘Resphigi: The Fountains of Rome’

Fig:110
Sleeve design and illustration by Alex Stitt
for Gilbert & Sullivan: Ruddigore’

veered off to pursue his twin passions—illustration and animation. Of the pair it was Alex Stitt who
pursued the opportunities offered by World Record Club and the development of the style that was
to become his readily identifiable signature can be traced through his work for World Record. His
early work, such as his cut out, silhouetted birds for the cover of ‘Schumann/Franck’ [fig: 108] fitted comfortably into the prevailing World Record ‘look’, but Alex Stitt was a rounded talent that fitted no square hole neatly for very long. By the time he prepared the art for ‘Wagner: Tannhauser’
[centre row, right, fig: 16], and his ‘Gilbert & Sullivan: Ruddigore’ [fig: 110] the Stitt style was fully
apparent. In his ‘Tannhauser’ can be seen the look that he was to give to his full-length animated
feature film ‘Grendel, Grendel, Grendel’ which he released in 1980; his ‘Ruddigore’ shows the genesis of Norm, the crude, but lovable character he created for the ‘Life. Be In It’ campaign for the
Victorian government in 1975.
2002: Weatherhead and Stitt were inducted into the Australian Graphic Design Hall of Fame in
November 2002. Radio National broadcaster, iconoclast Phillip Adams, who as an advertising executive commissioned Stitt for the ‘Life. Be In It’ campaign described him as ‘a genius’, then labelled
him ‘the most under-recognised bloke in the country’. Journalist James Button, writing in The Age
on 10 November 2002 described the induction of Mr Weatherhead and Mr Stitt as: ‘a fitting and
timely tribute. Perhaps because of the ephemeral nature of much graphic design, the work of the
two men is no longer widely known.’
Alex Stitt’s contribution to the World Record Club archives certainly survives the test of the years.
His covers for the Gilbert & Sullivan series: ‘The Mikado’, ‘The Gondoliers’, ‘Pirates of Penzance’,
‘Yeomen of the Guard’, ‘Princess Ida’ and ‘Ruddigore’ broke new ground, setting a new benchmark
for fresh interpretations of ‘classical’ themes. Stitt showed that the classics could be fun, the themes
interpreted afresh for a modern audience.
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Fig:111
Sleeve designs and illustrations by Alex Stitt for the Gilbert & Sullivan operas ‘The Mikado’; ‘Pirates of Penzance’; ‘Yeoman of the Guard’

Fig:112
Photographic portrait of freelance designer
Max Robinson

Fig:113
Sleeve design and illustration by Max
Robinson for ‘Beethoven. Piano Concerto
No.5’

Fig:114
Portrait of Max Robinson created by a
design student at Monash University for a
calendar honouring prominent Australian
designers in 2005

Max Robinson, [fig: 112] produced a wide range of designs for World Record in the early years,
including the dramatic ‘Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.5’ [fig: 113; fig: 114 shows a parody of this
iconic cover design in a lino-cut created by a third year design student for the 2005 Monash
University calendar]. He recalls his induction into the Australian design industry straight from secondary school:
“I began at the top. That’s a preposterous thing to say, but consider the facts. I was unambitious at
school (Wesley College) and having failed Leaving Certificate, was seriously considering a job at
Myers (counterjumping). I only shone in the Art room, but the Art teacher liked my work so much,
he hung two paintings in the Masters Common Room. Alas, they are lost forever. An old student
of his, one John Briggs, asked him once, if he ever saw a kid with talent, to let him know. In due
course I found myself at Clemenger Advertising, with my scraps of paper, talking to Mr Briggs, the
Managing Director, shortly to decamp and join Richard Haughton ‘Jimmy’ James (inducted into
the AGDA Spicers Paperpoint Hall of Fame in 2004), in what became Briggs and James, the runaway best Ad Agency in Australia for some years.
I was hustled off to see Jimmy James, who agreed I had talent, and he talked my sceptical father
into sending me to Melbourne Tech. (shortly before known as ‘The Working Men’s College’). After
one year at Tech, in a state of delightful bewilderment, I was given a job at Clemengers washing
brushes.
My best friend at Wesley, Roger Meadmore, brother of the sculptor, and son of the owner of
‘Meadmores’ Model Shop’ in Exhibition Street, next to the theatres, was running a catering business from home, and got me to do two posters for him—one for each window of his dad’s shop.
One evening Peter Clemenger and Max Forbes (H.O.F. 1996) on their way to the theatre, looked
in the windows, saw my name proudly proclaimed on the posters, and Max said ‘Isn’t that the kid
in your studio, washing brushes?’. Peter concurred and Max said ‘Lend him to me for a couple of
years, and I’ll make him into a Designer—then you can have him back’.
I did nearly two heady years with Max Forbes, during which he taught me about the cut of cavalry twill trousers, red wine, gothic arches, and the moisture content of food, as well as design.
Reluctantly I rejoined Clemengers, did some riveting work for 3KZ (a radio station) which made
the pages of Graphis’ Who’s Who in Graphic Art–1960 (one of six Aussies), and some pretty good
record covers for World Record Club on the side. I decided I didn’t like Agencies, and went into
partnership with Clem Meadmore, who worked then as a graphic designer, as well as a sculptor.
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Fig:115
Sleeve design by Max Robinson for ‘Waltz Romance: Frank De Vol & His Orchestra’.
Photograph by Gerry Vandenberg, c. 1962

My buddies then were, as well
as Jimmy James and Max, Dick
Beck, (H.O.F. 1992) Eric Maguire,
(H.O.F. 1998) George Kral, (H.O.F.
1998) the young Brian Sadgrove,
(H.O.F. 2006) Lance Stirling,
(H.O.F. 1996), and Sydneysider
Gordon Andrews, (H.O.F. 1994)
who eventually introduced me to
his client, the Reserve Bank of
Australia.

In 1962, chock full of myself, I
departed for London with Gerry
Vandenberg (ace photographer), his girlfriend Pam Badyk (advertising guru), my partner Maggie
Abbott (long time PA to Cresswell George at World Record Club), and on hitting Swinging London
with great expectations, having had paintings selected for the seminal Whitechapel Show, became
a talented nonentity for twelve and a half years.
I returned in 1974, and the real fun began. A preposterous story, but true”. [Robinson. M. 2008]

Max Robinson had a long-lasting professional relationship with dutch-born photographer Gerrard
Vandenburg who produced a number of the photographs used by Robinson on his designs for World
Record, including the moody photograph of a rose bush dappled with dew for his ‘Brahms: Piano
Concerto No.2’ [centre, bottom row, fig:15] and this photograph with style reflecting contemporary
photographs made popular through the new wave of European and English magazines such as
Twen, Nova and the Sunday Times. This photograph was shot from the roof of the ‘Beverly Hills’ an
Art Deco apartment block on South Yarra Hill, an antipodean ‘Chelsea Hotel’ where arty types in
the sixties visited their girlfriends for a little bohemian adventure.
Max recalled the day this photograph was shot and the reason they were at the Beverley Hills
apartment block: “Gerry was a roving Dutch photographer of brilliance, even Helmut Newton
admired him, and we shared a loft in Queen’s Lane for a year or two before we took off to Europe
with our girlfriends in 1962.
This cover was shot around the time that Gerry was filming ‘The Prize’, director Tim Burstall’s firstmovie which won a bronze medal at the Venice Film Festival in 1960, subsequently launching
Burstall’s professional career.
They were so skint at the time that Tim had taken the money earmarked for a much-needed septic tank for his mud-brick house at Eltham to buy film stock.
The models swirling around the fountain at ‘Beverly Hills’ were Gerry’s gorgeous wife and ‘moi’,
the dashing young designer”.
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Fig:116
Photographic portrait of the freelance photographer Athol Shmith. Photograph by Julie
Millowick

Fig:117
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby for ‘The
Vagabond King’ with photograph by Athol
Shmith

Fig:118
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby with photograpsh by Athol Shmith for ‘Rose Marie’

The Photographer:
Athol Shmith, his brother Clive [business manager] and sister Verna [receptionist] ran their photographic studio from the first floor of the building named ‘Rue de la Paix’, 125 Collins Street, at the
so-called ‘Paris End’ of Melbourne. The building backed onto Flinders Lane, via an alleyway, and it
may have been this geographic proximity that made Athol Shmith so accessible, and amenable, to
Geoff Digby and the constant demands from the World Record Club studio in the early days.
As a child Shmith had played the vibraharp and had considered a musical career, but when still
a teenager he was given a camera by his father, a chemist with a reputation as a fine pianist himself, and the direction of young Athol’s life was changed. He was soon in demand to take publicity
photographs for the theatre groups and charity performances with which he had become involved.
As he grew increasingly comfortable with the medium he began to see his future clearly through
the focus of the camera lens.
Athol Shmith established his first studio as a suburban photographer in St. Kilda. He specialised
shooting society portraits and fashionable weddings for the first five years before moving into
Collins Street in 1939—into the heart of Melbourne’s burgeoning bohemia—where modern artists,
fashionistas, beautiful girls, and a few troubled ones click-clacked their way along the streets and
laneways. By then Athol Shmith was a portrait photographer very much in demand. Working in the
heart of Melbourne’s rag trade his studio was also close to the great theatres of the day. By the mid
1930s he was under contract to J.C.Williamson and the Australian Broadcasting Commission to
photograph visiting celebrities. Shmith’s collection of star portraits include thespians Vivien Leigh,

Fig:119
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby with photograph by Athol Shmith for ‘Carousel’
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Fig:120
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby with photograph by Athol Shmith for ‘My Fair Lady’

Fig:121
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby with photograph by Athol Shmith for ‘The Chocolate
Soldier’

Fig:122
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby with photograph by Athol Shmith for ‘The Merry
Widow’

Fig:123
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby with photograph by Athol Shmith for ‘Roberta’

Fig:124
Sleeve design by Geoff Digby with photograph by Athol Shmith for ‘Kismet’

Laurence Olivier, Googie Withers and Noel Coward; the violinist Isaac Stern, broadcaster John
Royle, Sir Dallas Brookes and Sir Robert Menzies and the beautiful young violinist Patricia ‘Bambi’
Tuckwell who left the Sydney Symphony Orchestra to marry Shmith and begin a second career as
a fashion model.
It was twenty years later when World Record Club opened in Flinders Lane, by then Athol Shmith
was already a legend. He was the epitome of ‘Paris End’ style, always immaculate in red waistcoat,
blue reefer, pressed grey slacks and striped handmade shirt; his ensemble finished with a knitted tie
which gripped his high white collar with a generous Windsor knot.
Photographer Julie Millowick, who worked with Athol in the seventies remembered her mentor:
‘His passionate, lifelong interest in music was as integral to his life as his photography, and each
enriched the other. It was, therefore, a beautiful fit when Athol began creating cover photographs
for the World Record Club. ‘He was an absolute master of studio lighting, and his strikingly lit photographs are as vibrant and compelling today as when they were first created. Many of these images:
Vivien Leigh, Noel Coward, Sir Lawrence Olivier and the heartbreaking ‘grab’ of Judy Garland are
now included in major International Collections. A cultured man with great personal style, his elegant clothing and long black cigarette holder were as much his signature as his stunning photographs’.
After helping to establish the photography department at the National Gallery of Victoria in 1968,
Shmith closed his studio and took on the role of Head of Photography at Prahran College of
Advanced Education. Millowick remarked: ‘His position at Prahran enabled another generation of
aspiring photographers to watch in awe as he demonstrated his formidable lighting skills. The
Australian photography industry reveres Athol, and his status as a legendary master of the medium
is rightly deserved’.
—
“ONCE; Isaac Stern, going upstairs to have his portrait taken, collided with Uncle Clive
on his way down; Isaac’s Stradivarius, snug in its case, was only lightly jostled, but it was
enough to turn Stern paler than an unboiled bagel.
This did not affect the portrait of this wonderful musician, who [in Athol’s photograph]
is playing with eyes closed in the rapturous pose of a Chagall angel’.

–
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Michael Shmith, son of Athol and ‘Bambi’, writing in an essay to accompany the exhibition

‘The Paris End: Photography, Fashion and Glamour’ staged at the Ian Potter Gallery, NGV, 2006

Fig:125
Photographic portrait of Editor-in-chief, staff
writer Harvey Blanks

Fig:126
Sleeve back design showing the text setting for ‘Mozart:
Eine Kleine Nachtmusick’

Staff Writers and Sleeve Liner Notes:

Fig:127
Standing editorial byline
and author photograph for
the series of articles, published in the World Record
Club monthly magazine,
written by Harvey Blanks
adapted from his book
‘The Golden Road

Whereas the front cover art was the face of the recording, the sleeve liner notes on the back cover
could not be ignored. World Record employed a number of staff writers whose task was to compose liner notes for record sleeves and promotional articles for the monthly magazines. Some were
newspaper journalists, others had worked with managers Cresswell-George or John Day in publishing or advertising.The staff writers went to a good deal of trouble to compose meaningful, intelligent and informative essays about the recordings through which they intended to add to the listener’s pleasure.
Designers negotiated the limitations of pre-digital technologies in creative ways that often
stretched the printer to the limit: hot-metal setting to do justice to their collective effort,battling
against a small number of type-faces from which to choose, tight budgets and the physical form of
cardboard sleeves with external glue-flaps.
Layouts were drawn up by hand, type specified then sent downstairs to the print shop below the
studio to be interpreted, type set, made-up and ‘galley-proofed’ by compositors before it was ready
for the machine.
The writers Harvey Blanks, Alex Berry and James Murdoch were already well-credentialled in the
world of music before they came to World Record, former journalist John Pinkney had no idea
about music at all. All became published authors in their right, both while at World Record and in
later years.
Although employed to write, to promote and to sell records their challenge was to do it such a
way that excited, engaged and educated — sales did follow.
Author, journalist
joined in 1961:

John Pinkney recalls the working environment at World Record when he

“I was a newspaper sub and bored out of my head when, in ‘pre-Cambrian’ 1961, World Record
Club managing director at that time, Terence Cresswell-George, offered me the job of editing and
writing its magazines. I protested that I knew buggerall about music but that didn’t seem to worry
him: ‘Simply regard it as a journalistic challenge,’ he said. As World Record was offering roughly
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Fig:128
Sleeve back cover designs showing text setting for ‘Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4’, ‘The Rolling Stones Songbook’, ‘Porgy & Bess

double what I was getting on the paper at the time — and I had two kids, and a brewery, to support — I accepted.
From the start I absolutely adored World Record Club. I could scarcely believe that a hard-nosed
mail-order company could be so — so idealistic. The artists and designers (all chosen with exquisite care) were given their heads to an extraordinary degree. Arriving at the office I would find
myself in a gallery of glowing beauty every day: record sleeves and other artwork which touched
me then, and still touch me today were on every desktop, in every drawer. Synaesthesia was at
work here: ‘visible Vivaldi’.
Cresswell-George was a dream-boss who offered freedom to all his creative people. But he wasn’t without fault. From Day One, what particularly bugged me was the sense that I was bugged.
Installed in every office was a large two-way ‘communication unit’ through which Cresswell-George
would, in ‘Oxford- donnish’ tones, make such formal requests as, ‘Could you come to my office
Mr Pinkney?’ There was no need for me to press a reply button: I was connected already — a fact
that prompted me, and others, to fear that he was able to eavesdrop on our anti-management
tirades, flirtations and questionable jokes. Ever the paranoid, I solved the problem in my office by
wrapping the communication unit in a thick beach-towel. Cresswell-George seemed to know I had
done it — and politely contacted me by telephone from that time on.
A World Record ingredient I particularly savoured was the self-denigratory humour. At one conference an executive pitched his plans for a boxed set of The Pirates of Penzance — observing that
while we could have marketed the records singly for a total of $16.95, they could, with the cardboard box around them, earn the company $27. Cresswell-George commented drily, ‘One wonders who the real pirates would be.’ The proposed box price came down.
My happiest moments at World Record came when numerous members sent me letters saying
we’d provided them with (in one woman’s words) ‘a complete musical education ... you bring the
subject to life.’ I knew what she meant. Just working for the company had given me a musical education too.
I left World Record Club to work for Rupert Murdoch. The company’s editor-in-chief told me he
too was a member of the club — and said that a serial of mine, published in the monthly magazine
World Record News, titled The Resplendent Mr Handel, had prompted him to buy ‘a bucketload’
of that composer’s operas. He congratulated me on being such an expert on music — and asked
which instrument I played. I had to admit my only instrument was the Remington — and even that
I played with only two fingers”. [Pinkney, J. 2008]
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Fig:129
Staff writer James Murdoch in the Hartwell
studio

Fig:130
Sleeve design for the cover of ‘Musicians of
Australia’ recordings by Australian artists
auspiced by James Murdoch.
Shows a painting by Robert Juniper from the
WRC collection

Fig:131
Sleeve design for the cover of ‘Australian
Music Today’ showing a reproduction of a
painting by John Olsen

James Murdoch—Special Assistant to the Editor-in-Chief:
Born in Sydney in 1930, educated at Canterbury Boys High School and the NSW Conservatorium
of Music, where he studied piano, composition and conducting James Murdoch had a profound
influence on the development of contemporary classical music in Australia. His professional career
began in 1950 with his appointment as Musical Director and Company Pianist to ‘Luisillo and His
Spanish Dance Theatre’ of Madrid. After world-wide performances with Luisillo James Murdoch
returned to Sydney in 1962 and took an appointment as Musical director and Company Pianist to
the Australian Ballet Company. One year later he founded the Universal Record Club in Sydney, and
two years later he took the position of Special assistant to the Editor-in-Chief at the World Record
Club. At World Record Murdoch produced one of the monthly magazines ‘World Record News
(NZ)’ wrote liner notes for more than 200 albums, wrote feature articles on contemporary music
and produced a series of recordings of Australian contemporary, classical, music. The Tasmanian
composer Peter Sculthorpe’s ‘Sun Music 1’ was among the first of these works produced by
Murdoch and released by World Record under the imprint ‘Australian Music Today’.
Murdoch’s commitment to the promotion of contemporary music became his obsession. He
served as Secretary of the Melbourne and Sydney branches of the Australian section for the
International Society for Contemporary Music for many years. Following the connections he had
made while representing Australian music he travelled to London in 1968 where he became personal manager to the emerging English composer Peter Maxwell Davis. Through his company, James
Murdoch Management, he represented the composers Hans Werner Henze and Harrison
Birtwhistle, pianists Roger Woodward and Paul Crossley, and groups such as the Fires of London,
(a.k.a. The Pierrott Players) and The Budapest Chamber Orchestra.
James Murdoch returned to Australia in 1972 when he took an appointment as Music Consultant
to the Music Board of the Australia Council. His book ‘Australian Contemporary Composers’ was
published in Australia by Macmillan in the same year. This comprehensive appreciation of the contemporary scene was richly illustrated with Murdoch’s own photographic portraits of the many composers and musicians with whom he had corresponded.
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In 1975 he was appointed the first National Director of the Australian Music Centre in Sydney, a
non-profit organisation established through the Music Board of the Australia Council. He held that
position until 1981. Several of the recordings released under Australian Music Today featured artworks by contemporary Australian artists on their covers, in what would appear an appropriate synergy of art, design and music — reflecting the refined, and sustained, aesthetic of ‘special assistant’
James Murdoch.

Figs:132, 133, 134
Three sleeve designs from the Westminster Gold label

The Album Cover and The Book
There are any number of books dedicated to the art of the Popular Music album cover, some dedicated purely to Jazz and others to the Blues, but there are very few books published dedicated to
the art of the Classical Album Cover—one new book titled Classique: Cover Art For Classical Music.
Compiled and edited by Horst Scherg was to be published by Gestalten, Berlin in 2008.
There are an increasing number of album cover collections appearing on the internet, including
some sites dedicated to witty and often unusually inappropriate designs, such as the covers from the
American publisher Westminster Gold (MCA) shown above [figs:132–34].
The art of American designer Alex Steinweiss is widely represented in collections of cover designs.
Steinweiss is credited as the originator of the cardboard album sleeve and he produced scores of
cover designs for Columbia Records in the 1940s and ’50s, of mainly classical recordings.
Cover art for all musical styles has always been included in industry annual collections, publications and awards annuals with most of the international design industry’s biggest names producing
designs for album cover art at one time or another. While ‘pop’ album art demands public attention, and is often seen as a marker of contemporary public taste designs for other music genres have
also followed fashion, contemporary art styles and aesthetics and communicate with consumers in
exactly the same way as does popular music.
When consumers make the decision to purchase any recording they purchase the whole package:
cover, liner notes, design imagery, creative conceptualisation along with the recorded sound, and it
was often the design that was appreciated before the sound was heard. Covers built expectations,
set moods, realised abstract concepts, and delivered a visual experience to complement, and
expand upon, the aural experience.
Californian record collector Michael Ochs wrote in the introduction to his book ‘Classic Rock
Covers’ [Taschen 2001]:
‘Getting my first album was very similar to getting my first girlfriend. Ah, the anticipation on
the ride home. I stared at the beatic picture of Elvis on the cover, turned it over and read the
liner notes, fondled the cover, peeked inside at the inner sleeve, looked at the vinyl, paused and
then went over every inch of the cover again. All that foreplay before I even got home to lay the
record on the turntable was exquisite.
For a number of reasons, albums always seemed much more adult than singles. Albums were
showcased on shelves and not kept in portable boxes. Albums expanded the aural experience
with a visual. Finally you could hold the album cover while listening to the music’.
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Fig:135
Sleeve design for the cover of ‘Blue Lights.
Kenny Burrell’, art by Andy Warhol

Fig:136
Sleeve design for the cover of
‘Undercurrent’

Fig:137
Sleeve design for the cover of ‘Never Mind
The Bollocks. The Sex Pistols’ art by Jamie
Reid

Ochs was describing the tactile and visual pleasure that record collectors experienced with the
purchase of a ‘new’ 12-inch vinyl record encased in a traditional printed record sleeve. The anecdotal recollection of one record collector: a community radio presenter, classical music buff, former member of the Victorian State Parliament and latin teacher David Kennedy recalled his music
by association with the designs on the record sleeve. He clearly identified each work with the visual image that was printed on the sleeve as he described the pleasure he got from the artwork, especially when it successfully complemented his perception of the music.
In the book titled ‘Musigraphics: A Collection of LP and CD Art’ [P•I•E Books, Japan, 1991] the
publisher introduces the collection with this statement:
‘Jacket design is an important element in pop subculture. It is not just pop music that reflects
the spirit of the times, jacket design, packaging, and jacket art are just as significant. Many jackets convey the mood of the period better than the music itself. Musicians and other artists have
started to realize that jacket design is a total art form that has the same potential for self-expression as music. Art has gained currency by being associated with pop music, and the status of
pop music has been enhanced by its association with art. Since ancient times, visual art and
music have been closely related and helped each other develop. The unique connection
between pop music, a major consumer item, and art, a minor consumer item, creates subculture’.
The writer recognised at the time of writing [1991] that the growing dominance of the Compact
Disc was diminishing the opportunity for creative cover design. The smaller display area offered by
CD packaging altered the visual appeal of the product, and new designs became simpler, bolder
and more direct in an attempt to attract the consumer. By the end of the decade thousands of original vinyl recordings had been adapted to the new production techniques, original covers simply
reduced to fit the new format. Few retained their impact at one quarter of their original size.
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The three covers shown above [figs: 135 –137] are from recordings that span more than thirty
years and have all been reproduced in their original LP design on the smaller CD format. Figure
135, a cover design for jazz publisher Blue Note records ‘Blue Nights/Kenny Burrell’ has a cover
illustration by American pop artist Andy Warhol; Figure 136 ‘Undercurrent/Bill Evans and Jim Hall’
is the cover for a 1963 recording of ‘cool’ jazz piano and guitar. This iconic photograph by Toni
Frissell, taken at Weeki Wachee Spring, Florida set the standard for conceptual photographic covers, and had no typographic detail on the front cover at all. Later releases added ‘wavy’ phototypesetting which did nothing to enhance the elegant simplicity of the original design. Figure 137, the
1977 release of ‘Never Mind The Bollocks/The Sex Pistols’ was created by political-activist, magazine designer Jamie Reid who stated that he simply recreated the pop-art techniques of the fifties
and sixties for his truly anarchic cover design. Printed in garish fluorescent yellow and pink the

Fig: 138

Fig: 139

Fig: 140

Fig: 141

Fig: 142

Fig: 143

Figs:138—143
Contemporary popular music sleeve designs

cover was an emblem of anti-art, it embodied the concept of anti-culture yet was deeply rooted in
the most influential cultural style of the post war period.
British art theorist, Dominy Hamilton, writing in an introductory essay to the iconic ‘Album Cover
Album’ [first published by Dragon’s World, 1977] :
‘The visual influences that contributed to the importance of sleeve design from about 1963
onwards were few but cover a wide spectrum of contemporary culture. Movies, fashion photography, modern art (especially Surrealism and collage) and fantasy and sci-fi illustration
appear in unexpected combinations…art directors, set high standards of professionalism and
incidentally encourage specialisation among younger designers. All this has given rise to the
emergence of the album cover as an important design medium (some say art-form) in its own
right’.
Although the World Record Club was primarily a publisher of classical music recordings it drew
its water from the same well, embracing all aspects of contemporary culture—including Surrealism,
and especially collage, in the hundreds of covers designed over its two decades of operation. The
design of album sleeves for 12inch Lp recordings did become an artform in its own right.
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Once vinyl was replaced by the Compact Disc, with its much reduced surface area for packaging and display, this form of presentation no longer had the same power for visual communication.
It is hard to visualise a single CD package design that has gained the same iconic status of many
classic LP album covers, particularly in the genre of popular music: British artist Peter Blake’s collage installation for The Beatles ‘Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’ [fig: 138]; Andy
Warhol’s design for The Rolling Stones’ ‘Sticky Fingers’ [fig: 139]; Jamie Reid’s cut and paste collage
for the single release by The Sex Pistols ‘God Save The Queen’ [fig: 140]; The Clash “London Calling’

Fig:144
12 CD boxed set ‘The Beatles’, released 2008

[fig:141], which in itself reprised an earlier sleeve design for a recording by Elvis
Presley [fig: 142] and Pink Floyd’s ‘Dark
Side of The Moon’ [fig: 143] designed by
George Hardie of Hipgnosis, all have
gained iconic status in contemporary
design.
In 2009 a fully remastered, collection
of all Beatles’ recordings was issued in a
handsome boxed set [fig: 144]. Each
individual CD bore the original cover
design but was presented in a new format. Multi-folding card packages, each
with an informative booklet, each with
more information, more photographs
and more graphics than when originally released. The package sought to offer the same visual experience to the customer as had been enjoyed at the first release of each recording: a marriage of the
visual and aural, with added information, a tactile experience which enhanced listening pleasure.
The publisher had recognised the important part that the package played in the provision of a complete experience that had become lost in the shift to Compact Disc recordings.
While the World Record Club offered mostly classical recordings to its customers, outside the
competitive pop music market, their designs sought the same creative expression, and while few
would be considered among ‘Rolling Stone’s’ top 100 album cover designs many have remained as
powerful images recalled readily by Australian designers and record collectors.
The art of the album cover has been lost in the electronic age. With music downloads via computer delivered distribution few in younger generations will appreciate the pleasure in opening a
creatively-designed and distinctive 12inch package, with its extensive liner notes and easy to read
track listings—and a memorable front cover design. The experience of ‘holding onto the cover while
listening to the music’ is denied as today’s music consumers sample ipod downloads, while tiny
images of old album covers flick by.
One result of this shift in marketing from a static display of new album cover art as a marketing
tool to web and video-based promotions has meant that today’s popular music is defined visually
by its accompanying video clip. Once used primarily to promote the recording through exposure
on television music shows, the video clip has replaced the album cover as the visual identifier for
any given popular song.
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Fig:145
Cover design of the book ‘It’s Another World Record’

The making of the book.
‘Books are filing cabinets for the thoughts of mankind’
Books have the unique capacity to preserve thoughts expressed from times past, they can give a current voice to ideas, dreams and aspirations across the years. They hold fresh for posterity the concepts of men, and women long departed, and can bring alive again images of things that have long
ceased to exist. Books are created to preserve knowledge, to give pleasure, and to educate.
The process of book production today bears little resemblance to the time before the invention of
moveable type and the printing press. A time when whole manuscripts were copied by hand. Each
page lettered by transcribers working together in large teams of men, pages sewn together, pressed
and bound in leather—each book, one at a time. Creative embellishments were the work of each
individual scribe who were attempting to add some artistic statement to the standardised copied
page.
Today’s digital printshops have allowed for rapid mass-production of book titles, for economic
short runs, instantaneous typesetting, a vast array of fonts and styles and almost limitless opportunities for pictorial content.
Creative possibilities in book design have always followed advances in reproduction technologies.
From the very first experiments with moveable typesetting and the rudimentary printing press by the
Chinese in the 11th Century to the 1440s when German engraver Johannes Gutenburg printed three
hundred copies of The Bible, of which only three copies exist today, using his own cast-metal
removeable type, book design has responded to the opportunities offered by the prevailing printing
technique and sought to push those opportunities to the limit of technical possibility.
Before Gutenburg developed his removable type book texts had been copied manually. Text
blocks of complete pages carved into timber were extant but were not robust enough for mass
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Fig:146
Wood engraving showing an early printing press
Fig:147
Standard trade-cut wood engraving.

production. The Chinese had developed a system of carved clay letterforms printed in a letterpress
fashion in the 6th century but they too were prone to easy damage.
Gutenburg engraved individual molds for each letter into which he cast a durable alloyed metal
making the first typographic alphabet which could be assembled piece by piece into readable text,
printed, pulled apart and reused.
With Gutenburg’s invention books could be mass-produced, and while there may have been a
small market due to a limited number among the population who either able to read, or afford to
buy, it did not take long before all kinds of texts were put into print, and artists were soon hard at
work cutting engravings to illustrate them [figs:146].
Wood engraving, of both illustrations and large size typographic forms, co-existed alongside
metal typesetting for the next 500 years. A number of factors ensured the longevity of the wood
engraver and type cutter, of which weight was one important factor. Metal type is heavy and large
engraved metal blocks made printing make-up an uncomfortable occupation. Keeping the surface
of large individual letterforms flat was extremely difficult; metal type tended to buckle under heat
and pressure and ink did not sit satisfactorily on a large non-porous area whereas wood blocks
remain inert and ink spreads comfortably across the natural surface. Wood is also much easier to
carve, requiring little technology, no chemistry and weighed much less.
Foundries were established to manufacture metal type alongside wood engravers who created
libraries of what were known as ‘trade-cuts’ [fig: 147], standard engraved illustrations covering a
huge range of applications: banners, decorations, animals, machines, shipping, figures in all kinds
of costumes, attitudes and occupations, sales notices and trade symbols.
Newspaper advertising in the 19th century featured these cuts week after week, until they wore
out through use. Business houses were able to order custom-made cuts, in just the same way that
business uses the service of designers today, the main difference being that one cut was expected
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Fig:148
Wood type

Fig:150
Halftone dot-screen enlarged

to last for several years, the same design printed over and again until
it wore out. This custom can be observed in newspapers printed at
the end of the nineteenth century and well into the twentieth, particularly in regional newspapers. Trade ads can be seen repeated for
years, the quality of the image gradually decreasing as the years go
by.
With the advent of mass-distribution illustrated newspapers and
journals in the mid-nineteenth century, co-inciding with the invention of photography, wood engravers were still much in demand cutting illustrated copies of photographs suitable for letterpress reproduction. Highly detailed wood and fine-lined steel engravings were
the main source of illustrated material in newspapers, books, magazines and journals up until the end of the 19th century and in many
cases well into the twentieth with few newspapers printing large
photographs until the adoption of rotogravure printing in the 1930s.
The halftone screen effect was trialled by the pioneer of photography William Fox Talbot in early 1850s but was not used in printing
Fig:149
Newspaper page showing an example of the
reproduction technique until 1873 when the first screened photofirst halftone reproduction
graph, an image of the Steinway Hall building in Manhattan, New
York [fig: 149], was printed in the New York Daily Graphic on 2 December. It was not for a further
three years before The Graphic, an illustrated newspaper, published the screened photograph ‘A
Scene in Shantytown’ as what it termed ‘the first reproduction of a photograph with a full tonal
range in a newspaper’. The following year, 1881, Philadelphian, Frederick Ives patented the first
successful commercial method of breaking photographic images into dots without using a screen,
and in London in 1882 the German George Meisenbach patented a halftone process using line
screens which he turned during the exposure of an image to create cross-lined effects. Ives, in collaboration with two other pioneers of the craft, Louis and Max Levy, developed the concept of crosslined screens and were soon in commercial production supplying newspapers and magazine publishers with the new technologies for image reproduction.
The process was put into practice right across the printing industry but remained expensive and
labour intensive. Artists who once engraved images by hand were deployed to direct, and manipulate the photographic engraving process. Few photographs were ready for printing in their raw state
and the skill of the engraver was essential for image correction, tonal control and keeping an image
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Fig: 151

Fig: 152

Fig: 153

Figs:151, 152, 153 Examples of modern colour magazines

clean. Halftone images [fig: 150], especially in newspaper printing—black dots on coarse
newsprint, were not always the best way to show a desirable image and advertisers continued to use
artists and engravers for the next fifty years until the introduction of the softer image results available with offset lithography. In the meantime Rotogravure gave the most satisfying results for ‘continuous tone’ image reproduction and graphic styles reflected the limitations, and the budgetry constraints of each printing process.
Rotogravure is an intaglio printing process which prints from an engraved image on a copper
cylinder, ink is spread across the cylinder, scraped clean and impressed onto paper. Rotogravure
was first used to carry photographs in special sections of newspapers, usually society news and personal profiles. Advertisements placed in these sections reached a large audience and soon demanded an ‘artistic’ treatment. The biggest drawback with gravure was that the rolled plate could easily
become dirty, ‘doctor’ blades scraping the ink away could become pitted and ink spreads were
common. The plates were engraved across the entire surface, even in areas meant to remain without colour, resulting in a faint dot which appeared over everything. Sepia coloured ink was used
widely, rather than black, to lessen the greying effect on the page, and to give a ‘natural’ colour to
photographic portraits. The engraved dot was small allowing for an appearance of continuous tone
in photographs. Rotogravure was used for large-run illustrated productions — illustrated books and
glossy magazines.
Letterpress, capable of printing high-quality reproductions onto good quality papers and boards
remained the most precise method of printing with a crisp and clean impression. While Rotogravure
is printed on roll or web-fed papers, at low-cost and high speed, letterpress used sheet-fed stock at
relatively slow speeds but capable of better quality reproduction. Books were often printed letterpress with rotogravure printed colour sections, or letterpress half-tone illustrated inserts bound into
the middle or wrapped around sections. The book designer was constrained by the technical restrictions of the printing process, available budget and the binding process. It was not uncommon for
designers to be instructed by publishers on the amount of colour available, or halftone images, or
page number extent before the design process began. The designer was charged with the task of creating a design within these constraints and to find the best way to maximise possibilities, and opportunities for innovative design.
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The widespread adoption of small offset-lithographic printing machines in the 1960s made a fundamental shift in design practice brought about by the change from engraved block to flat plate production. Production costs plummeted as opportunities to manipulate surface design skyrocketed. It
was possible to cover the entire surface of the printed page with a pictorial image at no more cost

Fig:154
Hamlyn publishing book cover design [showing generic
Hamlyn-style]

Fig:155
Modern book design showing the influence of Hamlyn
pictorial style

than a page of text. The offset impression, printed first from the litho-plate onto a rubber blanket,
was soft, and screened halftones appeared as continuous tone. Photography could be reproduced
cleanly and at any size, and photographic techniques largely replaced illustration in both books,
magazines and in advertisements.
With a market flooded with mass-produced, glossy magazines, filled with large photographs, creative typography and innovative artworks, books needed to change from an establishment, traditionally conservative and academic format and embrace their competition. The richly illustrated Sunday
magazines and stylish lifestyle monthlies [figs: 151-153] introduced in the 1960s influenced a
change in the presentation of book designs.

Hamlyn: A great leap forward
Book design made a great leap forward when British publisher Paul Hamlyn established his eponymous publishing house in 1950 with the aim to create "fine books with the common touch".
Described by British author Giles Clark, in an essay on the state of British publishing in the late
twentieth century, as ‘the greatest exponent of affordable illustrated books’ Paul Hamlyn introduced
to British publishing a style of book that became instantly popular. Richly illustrated with easy to
read text, his books were never stuffy, never obtuse or over academic. Hamlyn’s list introduced the
concept of encyclopedic entertainment, and Hamlyn published a large range of books on almost
every topic imaginable.The concept of the ‘coffee table’ book was created and books were seen as
objects for collection, display and entertainment as much as they ever were for education. Books in
the Hamlyn style were to be dipped in and out of, to be picked up and put down, referred to over
and again in a casual manner and designs and content were created to suit this manner of engage-
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Fig: 156

Fig: 157

Fig: 158

Figs:156, 157, 158
Album sleeve designs for the Paul Hamlyn subsidiary ‘Music For Pleasure’

ment [fig: 154. Figure 154 shows a book produced in 1970 in the Hamlyn style, a spread from this
book is shown in figure 159. Figure 155 is a book, on similar topic, published in 2005 which borrows from Hamlyn style: richly illustrated, integrated text and pictorials, a non-academic narrative
text].
Hamlyn also created a record distribution company, based on much the same lines as his book
publishing, releasing a wide range of popular titles, at budget prices to be sold in record shops and
other outlets where records were rarely placed: supermarkets, service stations, convenience stores,
newsagents and bookshops [figs: 156–158].
Publishers across the world embraced the Hamlyn style of ‘popular’ publishing, readership
boomed and it was offset-lithography that made this type of book affordable. However, typesetting
was still an expensive component part of any publication. Manuscripts were still keyed in by hand,
metal type was still set, and proofs inked and taken ready for camera-ready art paste up until phototypesetting was introduced in the 1980s.
The next big advance came with the introduction of computers into design studios towards the
end of the 1980s, the development of software for typesetting and page make-up, the introduction
of desk-top scanning for image capture, and photo manipulation software.
The entire industry was turned on its head. Books could be typeset in seconds, typestyles changed
at the press of a button, sizes changed at a whim — all at no additional cost.
Photographs could be scanned and made ready for half-tone reproduction in minutes. Paste-up
and line-art, once the realm of specialist finished artists disappeared overnight.
From the 1980s on it became possible to design, typeset and prepare the finished art for an entire
book without leaving the desktop and without actually producing anything physically concrete
except the disc on which the art file was written.
While the technology for print production remained the same: machines, metal plates, inks and
paper, the art and design process was revolutionised and designers manipulated the possibilities of
the computer environment for everything it would allow.
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By the end of the 1990s most printers had installed small full-colour offset in-line printing presses. Most had adopted direct to plate pre-press make-up, eliminating yet another layer in the art to
print production chain. The film house, which had built a unique expertise in translating the designer’s artwork into film for exposure to sensitised plates in the plate making process was forced to
adapt to computerised pre-press, taking a designer’s file and translating that into imposition ready
for proofing and the press. The introduction of direct to plate technologies, which removed film from
the platemaking process, allowing for plates to be made direct from the designers digital files has

moved the designer even closer to the production process, and the designer has replaced the production manager and taken on greater responsibility for that process.
It was now possible to create the artfile for a book, filled with photographs and illustrations of any
kind, at any size, with text set from a vast range of digital fonts and pass it direct to the production
house for print. Print-runs of books as low as 500 copies are no longer uneconomic, and it became
the role of the designer to understand the economics of this process and to design accordingly.
Edward Booth-Clibborn in the book The Language of Graphics, (published by Harry N. Abrams,
New York, 1980) observed that: ‘Illustrated books and magazines now look completely different
from the way they appeared in the first half of the century, and this is due to the widespread use of
lithography. Instead of preparing text and illustration blocks separately, as in letterpress printing, lithographic production requires the whole book be planned in advance, and executed at one time.
Pictures, as a result, tend to be fully integrated with the text instead of grouped together in sections
printed on different paper. The illustrated book, in which pictures are as important as the text, has
become a whole genre in itself…’6
The style set by Hamlyn became the prevailing style for book publishing that followed. Even academic publishers who once would have eschewed the ‘popular’ style took advantage of the technologies and academic texts were also soon richly illustrated.
In Australia, publishers such as Rigby, Lloyd O’Neill, Longman Cheshire, Penguin and the independents, Lothian and The Five Mile Press, published a large number of illustrated ‘coffee table’
styled books beginning a new wave of ‘Australiana’ publishing in the mid 1970s [fig: 159].

Fig:159
Double-page spread of a typical Hamlyn publishing book
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The Concept
The publishing industry works at several levels: academic publishing, mass-market or trade publishing, genre publishing, children’s and gift publishing, magazine and journal publishing.
The book published ‘It’s Another World Record: Album Cover Art 1958–1976’ has been designed
for distribution to a mass-market readership, although a discrete readership with an esoteric interest in the subject matter of both classical music and design. The book has not been designed exclusively for a design market and follows the successful designs of the Hamlyn style which influenced
a large number of book designs created exclusively for a growing market for Australiana [books
about Australian history and popular culture designed for mass-market distribution through
non-academic outlets]. This market, hungry for titles, has been poorly serviced by both design and
content.
It’s first flowering in the 1970s saw a large number of books published on Australian themes:
bushrangers, squatters, colonialism, convicts, the
first fleet, art and artists, classic stories, songs,
poetry and prose. Most appropriated the Hamlyn
approach, large format books which were richly
illustrated and easy to access text and content.
This style of designed presentation was, unfortunately, several decades ahead of the opportunities for quality reproduction of imagery and the
resources of national picture libraries available
today.
Many of the titles, or themes, from this period
are being revised today: given new designs, new
pictorial content sourced straight from original
material held in public and private collections
and given new typographic styling. In the seventies when Australian publishers rushed to meet
the growing demand for Australian stories access
to pictorial sources was still rooted in the analogue age.

Fig:160
Wood engraving using modern scanning techniques, showing advanced reproduction values

Images were copied from libraries, and collections, onto negative film, and black and white bromide prints made for copying into half-tone screened film positives for film combining. Original
engravings often looked like continuous tone photographs and copies of photographs had little middle tone or the subtleties of tone of the original. Between the original and the printed page several
processes of degredation could ensue. Contemporary scanning techniques have meant that designers can control exactly the quality of image required. Photo editing programs allow for retouching
and rebuilding, among many other techniques available for the improvement of images. Figure 160
shows an engraving of Ned Kelly scanned from an original source in contrast to the same image as
shown in figure 159 which had been copied using black and white negative film three decades earlier. It was common practice in the earlier years to photograph engravings and blur the printed photographic image. This was an attempt to make the image appear as if it were photographic with continuous tone and to hide the fact that the original was a steel engraving. This desire to make images
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appear as ‘modern’ as possible is the direct opposite of contemporary practice today where reproduction techniques are such that printed material can match the quality of the original, even
enhance original material as in the case of faded sepia photographs which when scanned can be
manipulated to match original condition.
Public collections around the world have engaged in a program of digitising their pictorial holdings and most are readily accessible on the web. The task of the picture researcher and designer
today has been made relatively simple as work can be sought with the press of the search engine
button, instantly opening up a whole world of images for the taking. This has dramatically altered
the pictorial content of contemporary books and the expectations of book consumers. Consumers
of book products do not read the same way today as they would have even half a century ago.
Today’s media marketplace is saturated with information, and few have the time, or the inclination
to fill hours in a day in reading purely for pleasure. Modern books need to be designed to accommodate contemporary reading practice. Books need to be visually engaging, with quality reproductions, and have a text that both matches the placed imagery and does not appear over wordy.
Contemporary books aimed for mass-market readership need to replicate in the printed form,
what television does in a digital form: supply information in short grabs, accompanied by meaningful pictorial content and with an ever changing visual pace. Books need breaks, just as television
uses commercial breaks, readers now expect information to be presented in this way and baulk at
pages of text that does not offer a ‘visual’ break in the content. Readers are familiar with magazine
content and presentation style and respond well to books that reflect the same design approach.
While the book is a different media to the magazine the reader is the same person who may come
to a book with different expectations but is used to information presented in a contemporary form.
One such example is the recent re-appearance of the fully articulated political ‘speech’, made
available on-line and in blogs, in full content, for considered reflection, indicates that contemporary readers are not lazy when in search of real content but they engage with media in completely
new ways, and expect media to deliver and engage them at the same time.
There are a number of techniques used by designers which can allow this to happen:
break-out stories (small stories that are removed from the body of the main narrative and expand
upon a piece of information that may not be essential to the main content but provide engagement
and information in another form) are common features. Break-outs can be read independently of
the main content, as can long and descriptive captions to illustrations. A lot of the narrative can be
communicated with well placed break-outs, descriptive illustrations and comprehensive captions.
Break-outs add texture to the printed page and make for smaller blocks of text which can be consumed easily.
pictorial content. New print technologies allow for budgets that can accommodate the inclusion
of unlimited pictorial content in book designs. A good design matches pictorial illustrations to the
text and supports illustrative content with comprehensive captioning. Few contemporary books
need to lump blocks of images together, or wrap sections with group of pictures simply to save costs.
Modern technologies allow designers to place images wherever desired throughout the page layout.
Modern papers of good printable surface allow for quality reproductions of images and computer
scanning techniques can prepare images appropriately for any paper stock [fig: 161].
typography. With the advent of computer typesetting font selection can be from an enormous
range of font styles including all of the traditional styles, adapted to the digital age from hot-metal,
and a large number of new faces for text setting and headline display. A manuscript no longer needs
to be cast-off before setting, text files can be simply downloaded into an appropriate layout, a typeface selected and the book has been set. Modifications to text size, leading, column width etc can
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Fig:161
Modern book style, double-page spread

be made instantly at no extra cost. Typesetting in the computer age is nothing short of miraculous,
yet creating effective typography for effective communication is as much an art, and requires as
much skill and consideration, as at any other time [fig: 161].
page and section breaks: books can be broken into discreet sections with distinctive section
dividers. These give a sense of space within a book, making sections easier to locate and reducing
the impression that reading is a time-consuming chore. Most readers prefer to be aware of the extent
of the text section they are reading, and read in bursts, working towards the end of the section
before breaking. An effective design anticipates the need for, and creates, such breaks for the
reader.
paragraph breaks: sub-headings throughout text gives the reader an opportunity to pace read
through long texts. Reading from sub-head to sub-head becomes a satisfying achievement and
makes reading more enjoyable. Few readers faced with long columns of unbroken text tackle the
task with joy.
Books designed for a mass-market readership must consider the reader, recognise that the purchaser of the book will not necessarily be a voracious, or academic, reader but will purchase a book
that engages visually and can present the subject in an accessible an non-threatening manner. To
this end books that appear more magazine-like are more likely to be picked up by the ordinary reader. The quality of book design and content does not need to ‘dumb-down’ to reach the right market
it just means that book designs need to recognise what readers want from the product, and how they
will engage, and make it comfortable for the reader to use effectively.
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consistent design: good book design needs to show consistency in the placement of running
heads, folio imprints, typegrid columns, gutters and grids. Margins around pages, and between
pages at the centre fold are critical in giving the book ‘air; to allow the content and page layout to
work effectively. Figure 162 – 163 show the variety achievable in page layout within an established
grid structure.

Fig:162
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Double-page spread, showing varied typographic styling within a consistent grid-structure
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Fig:163
Double-page spreads, showing varied page styling within a common grid structure

Conclusion
In his introduction to Eric Kohler’s* book In The Groove. Vintage Record Graphics, 1940–1960
American recording artist Tony Bennett described the thrill of music-collecting and the enhanced
pleasure of his experience of the recorded music by creative record cover graphics and expressive
illustration:
‘…it was often the cover art that first caught my eye. If you are, like myself, one of those people
who long for the bygone days of the twelve-inch vinyl LPS, then you can easily recall the thrill of
possessing those albums. They were large enough to make you feel like you were taking home
your very own work of art. Seeing the cover art always gave me my first sense of what I was about
to hear. On the train ride home, filled with anticipation, I would carefully study the album cover.
Even the feel of the thick cardboard would give me the impression that my purchase would last
forever [this was a pleasure denied to Australian music lovers as locally produced covers used a
light-weight, single-sided carton-board rather the heavy laminated card used by the American
industry]. I would immediately turn over the record to reveal the printed liner notes on the back.
There I would find invaluable information about the artist and all the performers on the recording. This was an education in itself.
As a teenager Bennett attended the High School of Industrial Arts in New York and has continued
to study and enjoy the visual arts throughout his life. He continues in his observation of the power
of design:
‘The power of illustration is evident in its ability to convey the mood and style of each individual
artists and the music within…I have always been confused by the fact that art critics rarely consider illustrators to be qualified artists. History has proven them wrong’.
In conclusion to his argument that illustration is art Bennett noted the illustrated poems of William
Blake, Michelangelo’s Last Judgement in the Sistine Chapel and Norman Rockwell’s depictions of
American life as examples of art which through narrative take on the hallmark of illustration.
The studio at the World Record Club was clearly in tune with this approach, and eschewed any
critical observation that its illustration,or its graphic design, or its typographic form, was not art.
World Record Club employed artists. It purchased gallery art and applied the works to album
cover design. Painters, printmakers, photographers, enamellers, engravers, even sculptors and
model-makers produced for, or had works reproduced on cover designs by World Record.
Many of the studio designers who spent their working days designing, drawing up finished art and
marking type, also practiced as visual artists who painted and exhibited, and whose works are held
in both private and public collections. A large number of those who created works for World Record
in the sixties and seventies have built solid reputations right across the art and design industry, while
others were either a part of, or remain in, influential positions in art and design education at the
post-secondary level in all of the eastern states of Australia, from South Australia to the Sunshine
State: Lance Stirling, John Copeland, Max Robinson and Alex Stitt have all been inducted into the
AGDA [Australian Graphic Design Association] Hall of Fame, and as a result of this research art
director Geoff Digby was similarly honoured in October 2008.
Both Stirling and Copeland have been commissioned to design Australian postage stamps and
Max Robinson was commissioned to design the Australian $10 note.

*Eric Kohler had studied graphic design in his teens as an art student at Cooper Union in New
York under Columbia Records designer Rudolph deHarak.
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The World Record style looked back at classic works, it appropriated for its own use the works of
Renaissance artists: Botticelli, Michelangelo; the Impressionists: Van Gosh, Manit, Renoir; the
Modernists: Picasso, Vassarly, etc. al., and from every style imaginable: Pop, Opt, Abstraction; and
technique: collage, frottage, wood-cut, lino-cut, lithography, monoprint, serigraphy, engraving creating a vast body of work that in its diversity still maintained a recognisable style through its pared
back colour schemes and minimal typographic form. World Record created a ‘unique’ commercial
product that rejected theusual demands of commercialism in creating its ‘commercial art’.
The ‘magnum opus’ that is the collected works of the studio of The World Record Club has almost
been lost to the present day. The shellac recording has long since vanished, few homes have
retained the technical apparatus to play them today. The vinyl recording, with its accompanying
cardboard sleeve, has also disappeared from music stores and has been replaced by the compact
disc with an image display area less than one quarter of the size of an original album cover. Along
with the reduction in image size from LP at 300mm square to the CD at 120mm square, the industry was forced to change its approach to design. Original art was soon replaced by the single photographic image — although some boutique musical styles still make individual art for compact disc
display; in an attempt to maximise visual impact on such a small scale most covers display only
artist and title today — and in this digital age were music can be purchased, downloaded track by
track without any reference to cover art, liner notes or artist portraits the design approach that made
World Record Club covers so memorable, and as a body of work so distinctive, has been made
redundant.
The art from the World Record Club is a snapshot of a period in design in Australia that enabled
the development of individuals as artists in the commercial field. World Record Club encouraged
the rise of specialist designers, typographers, artists, illustrators and photographers. In many ways
World Record Club unwittingly ushered in an approach to ‘studio’ design, separate to, but still a
part of, the commercial world of product, marketing, and retail sales.
World Record recognised the commercial value of art for art’s sake and the value of artists in the
development of a strong and sustainable commercial brand.
It is a body of work that comprises more than 2000 commercial designs for its album covers, and
remains a testament to that philosophy and a tribute to all those who worked in its creation.
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Fig:163
Panel from the AGDA induction of art-director Geoff Digby into the Hall of Fame 2008

Addendum 1
World Record Club’ founding art director, Geoff Digby, was honoured in October 2008 with his
induction into the Australian Graphic Design Hall of Fame. In an induction speech given before an
assembly of Australian graphic design greats in Adelaide in October 2008, iconic designer Max
Robinson [he created the powerful cover art ‘Beethoven Piano Concerto No.4’. Fig 110], offered the
following thoughts in recognition of the influence of Geoff Digby on Australian design in the fifties
and sixties. Robinson began by telling his audience that AGDA only inducted two designers each
year — one living, one dead — Geoff Digby, now aged 83 years, responded by saying that they just
got him in the nick of time [fig: 164]. The other designer was the iconic advertising designer, illustrator and writer, the late Alastair Morrison, who gave Australia ‘Let’s Talk Strine’, a most influential
book of its time that was the first serious, yet seriously funny, look at the Australian argot.
In presenting the honour to Geoff Digby, Robinson wrote the following:
Geoff Digby 1926........
The role of the Art Director is sometimes denigrated. It is suggested that other people do the great
work, and the art director often takes the credit. But consider the case of Helmut Crone at DDB,
who revolutionised the look of American advertising in the late fifties. Consider Milton Glaser,
who imbued a band of talented people with the passion to reach higher, and created Push Pin, a
world influence. Muller Brockman in Switzerland, who defined the Swiss Style with his energy,
and influenced his contemporaries all over the globe. We know of Alan Fletcher, the force behind
Pentagram. We know of Rudy Vanderlaans, and the Emigre Group, who shook up the new computer generation, and gave them direction and possibilities. And the crazy Tibor Kalman...ask
Stefan Sagmeister....Massimo Vignelli....ask Michael Bierut.
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Were they teachers? Maybe- but their motivation was not only to teach, it was to draw out the
talent that they saw in the individuals they chose to deal with, and bring it to a higher level,
always for commercial purposes. Mentor is a pompous word, but it fits.
Before we became so sophisticated in Australia. Before we related ourselves so inter nationally, a style was created in Melbourne in the late fifties, which brought together a diverse group of
very young designers, and raised their work to a level none of them expected. It might be drawing a long bow, but Geoff Digby at the World Record Club, had the essence of these great innovators in him.
The World Record Club was conceived in London by John Day, one of a team of expatriate
Aussies who had worked together in the Colorgravure publication division of the Melbourne
Herald. The director, Terence Cresswell-George, when asked to set up a similar division in London
in 1955 for the National Magazine Company (Good Housekeeping, Harpers Bazaar), lured some
of his old staff there with offers too good to refuse. They included John Day, and the young designer Geoff Digby. Day left after two years to pursue his brainchild and become part of a new British
venture, The World Record Club. Other parts were Norman Lonsdale of the British banking family, (the money) his wife-to-be Fiona Bentley, (the record producing skills) and the young actor,
Richard Attenborough (more in an observing capacity as it turned out). They were all avid music
lovers.
Cresswell-George had become a legend in mail-order, and was asked to establish the Club in
Australia. Digby had returned earlier, and was working as a freelance designer in Melbourne
when Cresswell-George arrived back. He was promptly invited to become the Club’s first art
director.
While the operation was mail-order and didn’t have to compete on store shelves, to combat the
perception of poorer quality due to their cheaper price the Club decided to compete head on with
the market place. This is where Digby shone. He was allowed absolute freedom in the studio, and
he engaged a galaxy of staff and freelance artists that produced an astonishing range of brilliant
designs over the years, more often than not in only three colours or less, which gave the Club’s
product a visual impact not apparent in the record shops of the day.
Due to clever, intuitive marketing the Club was a success from the start, The young staff designers, under Digby’s mentorship worked at a furious pace, each designer having to complete usually 30 covers a month. Do the maths. That’s pressure. But nobody cared. Guus Van Der Heyde
recalls the start of a typical day........race John Copeland to the St Kilda tram to get to Flinders Lane
by eight, spend half an hour eating a jam biscuit, which they called breakfast, and studying the
secretaries legs, then into it. The staff designers, which included John Copeland, Graeme Moore,
David Leonard, Guus Van Der Heyde, Winston Thomas, Keith McMenomy, Tony Ward, Geoff
Hocking and Paul Cleveland didn’t all work on covers. Many of them were responsible for the
plethora of promotional print which accompanied a mail-order operation, however due to Digby’s
genius anyone who thought themselves capable would be given a chance to design a cover, and
often stayed in that role. Van Der Heyde has said “Looking back on all this now- what a dream
job that actually was”.
During his time at WRC Van Der Heyde got the chance to revisit Holland, his home turf, during which he popped into the art studio at Philips headquarters in Eindhoven. He had taken samples of the work done at the Club, including his own, and it created a furore. The designers there
all wanted to emigrate immediately and work at WRC. They had never heard of or seen such a
free and creative approach to sleeve design before.
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The Alumni of the World Record Club were Peter Allen, Robin Archer, Asher Bilu, Malcolm
Binding, Charles Blackman, John Catmull, Prue Chammen, Trish Chammen, Paul Cleveland, John
Copeland, Noel Counihan, Bob Haberfield, Geoff Hocking, John Howell, Mark Jackson, Robert
Juniper, Louis Kahan, David Leonard, Jan McBride, Ian McGill, Keith McMenomy, Graeme
Moore, Verdon Morcom, Bruce Petty, Max Robinson, Dennis Russell, Athol Shmith, Lance Stirling,
Peggy Stirling, Alex Stitt, Henry Talbot, Winston Thomas, Gerard Vandenberg, Guus Van Der
Heyde, Wes Walters, and Tony Ward. The famous painters in the group had full colour printing
bestowed on them. The rest of us wrestled with two, or extravagantly, three colours. But we did it
with joy. There was certainly a collegiate, creative contact high prevailing in that group of early
freelancers, who all knew each other, and those who came later said they lifted their game
because they were aware of what had gone before.
People who stick in my mind were David Leonard, arguably a genius, he could draw anything,
anywhere, effortlessly, and he could design, but he was mad as a boot. I remember him parading
around Melbourne, in any weather, in a white suit, white shoes, and a white panama hat, carrying a white cane to fend off attackers. I said to him once, “David, what you need is a parrot on
your shoulder”. He looked at me, slowly contemplating the suggestion, and said,”I think the parrot is a little superfluous”. The mark of the man.
The sublimely talented Bill Sykes, who suffered from the wanderlust, and drove Digby crazy. He
would disappear in the middle of a job and reappear later — much later. Eventually he did it again
and never reappeared, finishing up in Sydney in another job entirely. Thank God he finished that
Rimsky Korsakoff cover before he left. It’s a classic and typical of his swashbuckling style.
Bobby Haberfield, who was turned on by Irish/ Aussie painter and polemicist Ian Sime, who
introduced him to Matta and the surrealists. Just look at that Stravinsky cover, with the peacock
feather! Rob Hall’s masterly Beethoven Piano Sonatas cover, favourite of the alumni. Imagine what
focus groups would make of that today — and the great Alex Stitt.
The staff designers and the freelancers all felt protected by Geoff Digby. If it worked, it ran, no
matter what management said.
Bob Francis, Head of Graphic Design at Swinburne from 1960 to 1987 said Geoff Digby
became first choice to preview appropriate graduating students — many of whom enjoyed successful careers as a direct result of their WRC folio of achievements.
As for myself, I will always be truly indebted to Geoff Digby for dragging that Beethoven cover
out of me. It’s like an old friend now, and I look at it often and think, “How the hell did I ever do
that ?”
The truly astonishing thing about Digby was that this was a part-time job. He had agreed with
Cresswell-George at the very beginning the percentage of his time he was prepared to devote to
WRC. For the rest he serviced a freelance portfolio of the top agencies of the time. K.M.Campbell,
Nicholls Cumming, Paton. I remember from the early seventies, a superb series of brochures he
produced for APPM, called ‘Impressions’, and designed by Brian Sadgrove, Whaite & Emery, and
Les Mason. There may have been more. They were beautiful.
It lasted in Melbourne from 1960 to 1978. An eighteen year stint, over 3000 new designs produced — a long time to keep the creative fires burning. The writing appeared on the wall when
EMI bought it in 1976, and new management had their own ideas. The covers were more and
more being produced from film supplied by EMI and Deustche Grammaphon. Geoff Digby left
when they insisted he work full time — a preposterous idea. Eventually the studio was disbanded in 1978.
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Eighteen years of passion, emanating from a small room in Flinders Lane, and then Hartwell,
wherever that was. Eighteen years that wrapped neatly around the glorious sixties like a cloth of
gold, and show clearly now how that decade influenced the best of our young graphic designers.
Eighteen years of talented kids, coming to artistic maturity and moving on to greater things. Thanks
to Geoff Digby.
Welcome Geoff, to the AGDA Paperpoint Spicers Hall of Fame. You’re at home here.
Max Robinson/ Max.Creative. August 2008.
[I am indebted to Geoff Hocking, one of the alumni, who let me plunder his superb forthcoming book
‘It’s Another World Record’ for words and images, and throw in a few reminiscences of my own.]

Addendum 2
In March 2009 The Age newspaper journalist and features editor Michael Shmith, son of WRC
photographer Athol Shmith and Bambi Tuckwell, former flautist with the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra, launched the book It’s Another World Record at the Savage Club in Bank Place,
Melbourne. The following is an edited version of his opening remarks:
Where would we music-lovers have been without the World Record Club?
In this age of instant gratification, via downloads making it possible to store all of Haydn’s symphonies on players the size of our thumbnails, it is easy to take music for granted. It is simply
there. If we want it and when we want it. It pours into our heads.
This was certainly not the case when I was growing up in the fifties and sixties. There was 3AR,
with Doctor AE Floyd on Sunday nights talking about his long friendship with Mozart—well that’s
what I believed.There was the occasional concert in the Alexander Gardens, with Hector
Crawford and Glenda Raymond singing Vielja. And that was that,really.
Apart from the gramophone—that glorious instrument that brought to life every other musical
instrument in all possible formations. My father, Athol Shmith, loved his gramophone—or stereo,
as it was called—and played many things upon its turntable and through its Leak amplifier and
matching speakers.
Athol’s record collection was not vast, but comprehensive. He favoured Frank Sinatra and musicals. These, he played all the time at home. So much so, that when I was nine, I could sing The
Lady is a Tramp from memory and in key. My Fair Lady—both original-cast albums, by the way—
followed, and was all the more memorable after seeing maybe 100 performances of the show in
Melbourne and Sydney [it helped that Athol had a lengthy affair with the Eliza Doolittle of the
day].
It might seem odd, but classical didn’t feature much in the Athol pantheon.There was the occasional LP of Sibelius, conducted by a steely-haired, laser-eyed Herbert von Karajan, and a prized
Decca LP of the Mozart Horn Concertos, with my uncle, Barry Tuckwell—the first of his four
recordings, this one with the LSO conducted by Peter Maag. Schoenberg’s Verklarte Nacht also
figured, as did an EP of Tchaikovsky’s Fantasy Overture: Romeo and Juliet.
It was at about this stag—somewhere between Camelot and A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum—that Athol started his long and fruitful association with the World Record
Club. Those covers! Those photographs! They are as lodged in my mind as Sinatra at the Sands.
I think, in particular, of his My Fair Lady cover. The model was a German woman called Brigitte,
and Athol had, I suspect, fallen for her in a big way. He and Brigitte drove around Melbourne in
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Athol’s black MGA, and went to Maxim’s and the Kasbeck restaurants in Toorak Road. I noticed,
on looking through It’s Another World Record, that Brigitte also graces the cover of The Merry
WidowPontrevedia being, I suppose, a little closer to the Hungarian empire than 27A Wimpole
Street.
Then there was the beauteous Margaret Hibble, who is on the cover of Carousel, side-saddle on
the Luna Park merry-go-round. And, a shot I have never seen before, of WRC designer Malcolm
Binding on the cover of Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition.
I remember one hot summer afternoon in Athol’s studio, when he was due to photograph a
school friend of mine for the Oliver! sleeve. Betwixt assessing this fair-headed waif-like kid as
ideal for Dickens’ and Lionel Bart’s workhouse brat and the actual shoot, my friend had spent his
holiday at the beach. If you could believe Othello as Oliver, it would have been fine. But the
exacting standards of WRC quality control won the day. Luckily, another school friend of mine
was there—he is now a distinguished psychiatrist—and was lightened-up and, suitably distressed,
made a first-class substitute.
It would be mistaken to assume that Athol’s work was the Leitmotif of the World Record Club.
He was part of it, he added lustre and, I hope, was rewarded handsomely for doing so. But the
club was so much more than the talents of a single photographer: it was a movement. One crucial to the musical Melbourne, and Australia, of the period.
As Terry Lane reflects in his introduction [to the book], where would music-lovers have been
without WRC’s ‘affordable and well-chosen records?’ At a time when a Beethoven symphony on
LP cost 52 shillings and sixpence, it was enticing to pay less at WRC and most likely enjoy a far
superior performance.I think of the Eroica with the Berlin Philharmonic conducted by Rudolf
Kempe, who leaves Karajan way out in the tundra.
Music is one thing; the way it is presented is another. The pity of the MP3 age is that size has
sacrificed display. It simply does not have room to exist. The big shrink began with the advent of
the CD, which concentrated the image, often making it as unremarkable as it was unreadable.
Consider the luxury of the LP—that noble circumference that demanded a sleeve to contain it
and, upon that sleeve, some form of visual enticement to sell it.
The capabilities of the LP sleeve were miraculous art-opportunities. The Heidelberg School may
have had their nine-by-fives, but the thirty-three-and-a-third record had a whole blank square to
fill in. I like to think of the designers and artists of the World Record Club as creating their own
cosmos of conception and design: the Hartwell School, if you like.
The roster of artists and designers, listed in the index [to the book It’s Another World Record],
is astonishing in its diversity and its talent. As it proves in the preceding pages. Geoff Hocking—
God bless his creativity and genius, especially in conceiving this fabulous book—is but one.
There’s Malcolm Binding, in between his modelling assignments, Bob Haberfield, art director
Geoff Digby, Graeme Moore, Guus van der Heyde, John Copeland, Max Robinson, etc al. But
there are also frequent appearances from such fine artists as Asher Bilu, John Perceval, Bruce Petty,
Kenneth Rowell, Robert Juniper, Louis Kahan, Barbara Brash, Albert Tucker and Charles
Blackman.
The covers within these pages are representative of the Hartwell School’s brilliant and sizeable
output. I wish, however there was a sort of scratch-and-sniff equivalent, whereby one could hear
a fragment of the music within. There were some tremendous performances, and those of us who
received those regular deliveries from the World Record Club still stand in its debt.
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My own musical education—informal, but strengthening as the years went by—owes much to
those deliveries, and the chance to appreciate great music, in all its forms, in a true club-like
atmosphere. One did not have to hear the complete works of Telemann in a week, or wait for the
formation of a symphony orchestra on an internet site. Understanding and perception came slowly but inevitably, but in your own time.
All I can do is urge you to do two things. One look through this book and marvel at the canvasses within. Then, two, buy the goddam thing.
I am immensely grateful to Geoff Hocking for asking me to speak. His book is not only a labour
of love; it is a triumph of encapsulation, memory and fine art. I take the greatest pleasure in
launching It’s Another World Record.
— Michael Shmith, Savage Club, Melbourne, March 2009
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